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MONDAY

BlaCk Publisher Dies At 73
Cleveland Johnson, Jr., 1927 * 2001

ST. PETERSBURG -

black printery in Pinellas

The black community lost one
of its stalwarts on Sunday
when Cleveland Johnson, pub-

County at the time. Mr. John-

lisher of the Weekly Chal
lenger, died at Bayfront Med
ical Center where he was hospitaIized for about two months.
Mr. Johnson, 73, had pub
lished the paper independently

son had worked as an advertising salesman from the early
l950s for the Weekly Advertis
er, a shopper that preceded the

Weekly Challenge, which was
financed by the non-profit
Community Service Founda-

after acquiring it from M.C.

tion, according to advertising
manager William Blackshear.
After Mr. Johnson took it

Fountain, who owned the only

over, the paper grew from a

and continuously since 1967

few black and white pages of
society and church news to 32

Watson Haynes. "If there is
anyone who can’t be replaced

pages with eight in color, plus
several fuIl-page ads at the
height of its success in the

it’s Cleve Johnson," Haynes
said Monday on learning of his

mid-l980s. Today it runs an
average 24 pages, said Blackshear, a former General Electric
weapons pIant employee who
quit his job in the late l960s to
work full-time with the paper.
"His loss is great," said

longtime community activist

organizations and publicizing

founding member of the

Fillyau said. The two graduat
ed from Gibbs High School in

a variety of political and social
causes in the community.

Southeast Black Publishers
Association
which
was

death.
"It’s like losing a broth
er,"added his boyhood friend

1948.
Even in the early years

Haynes, president Coalition For a Safe and Drug-Free

launched in the late l970s
when black newspapers in the

Fillyau remembered Mr. Johnson as a sharp dresser, "a fash-

St. Petersbuig, was involved in

numerous of the issues that the

region combined efforts to gar
ner advertising.

and former City Council

ion plate, coming to school in a

member Ernest Fillyau, a confidant of the publisher whose

suit and always driving a new
Cadillac."
Fillyau recalled that Mr.

newspaper wrote about over
the years.

The original group of
publishers included Daytona

He said Mr. Johnson

Times owner Charles Cherry
who said: "The memorable
thing about Cleve was his personahty and the confidence in

advice he sought when he ran

for elective office.
"He was a mentor and I

The Legacy Will continue And
Torch Held High In His Honor
Bhown, winnie Foster, W. L. Jones, Norman Jones,
The story has been told. Can't you just hear all Sr., Mable Cooper, Charles (Rambling) Howard,
that's been said and done in the name of Cleveland Francis Pinckney, Alphonso Mitchell, Victoria
Johnson and the Weekly Challenger! The songs have Lawson, Amy Payne, Miss Elouise, and so many othbeen sung and the melodies will dwell in the hearts ers. Instead, it was the fact that they had something
of you and I for as long as we're able to remember. to call their own - 'their newspaper', a picturesque
Yet, this is just the beginning of a wonderful success weekly with its own reporting style that readers
story being told. How can we forget this history les couldn't wait to get on any given Thursday. Don't
son that has changed lives in our community for the miss a delivery, someone would be in serious trouble,
better; a history lesson that has drawn individuals calls would flood the office or they'd stop Johnson in
together from all
and near; a pubffejto say,
I didn't get my Challenger".
history lesson that h^pig^p«^Qyany familiar
Vjver misseoja week of publication, never missed
Cleveland Johnson
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;
g^«h|iu£i8as• Myrngpibei- Mozell Da visemoimpossible to eradieQesucnRHmory.
tionafly expressing aranr|ahgnition banquet, "This is
our
paper - and weh^ESiry proud of it." Brenda
There are so many wonderful memories of my life
back andJair B&t th&place of business. Drtxin&my Williams said just recently, "For us, if it's not in the
exp^^^^y tnpl< ^^t^days a young almt vMp Weekly Challenger, our story hasn't been told" and
trilmUdHlFl ic su^^^^^h^^^^^rful medium. continuing its new^^^^^^^^^^^^^nalistic
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From inception to the present time, those individuals
have remained steadfast and unmovable as their
faith and loyalty to the paper and to the community
never ceased. IndividuaIs who gave of themselves
voluntarily, year after year after year. Of course not!
Money was not the driving force behind these warriors, I don't even think they could be compensated
for such invaluable sacrifice and service; (smite) you
know who you are, just allow me to whisper some of
your names with appreciation and gratitude:
Cynthia Armstrong, Oradine Hudson, william (Bill)
Blackshear, Cal Adams, John Rogers, Mamie

learned a lot from him,"

Johnson told him that if he
ever was elected to always
speak up for blacks and
remember his roots in the

"made the community come

alive through the newspaper.

painful to him."
Mr. Johnson also was
concerned about the influence
of the paper, often yielding to

matters of taste and standards,
as in one case during the early
l990s when he discontinued
publication of pinup pictures

of black women after ministers
complained.

He stayed away from
handing out political endorse-

himself as a newspaper pub-

ments as a way to keep controversy from the paper, prefer

lisher. He wanted to share his
success with the public.

ring to publish upbeat news,
"keeping the printed word in

Weekly Challenger to get the

"He was very persistent
about what we could do as a

news as it related to our side.

group."

the community on a positive
note," Blackshear said.
Mr. Johnson’s death
marked the third time this year
a black publisher has died in

You could always read the
news in the St. Pete Times and
the Tampa Tribune, but for
what was happening in our
community you read the

community. During his two
terms on the City Council,
Fillyau said he was often told
that peopIe admired him
because they said "you can’t
be bought. I learned that from

Johnson. He said ’if I can’t

Cleve."
While he shied away

write the articles, you write
them and I will publish them'."

from publicity, Mr. Johnson
was a behind-the-scenes force,

Mr. Johnson’s influence
spread beyond St. Petersburg,

giving scholarships to several

where he was bom. He was a

"I will always respect Mr.

Cherry, a real estate broker, met Mr. Johnson before
Cherry himself went into the

newspaper business. In the late
l960s as the interstate was
coming through St. Peters
burg, Cherry came to town and
opened a real estate office.

To supplement his ad
sales income, Mr. Johnson
tried his hand at promoting
musical performances, worked
as a waiter in New York and
New Jersey, and was a stevedore for a while in Miami. He

returned to St. Petersbuig from
Miami, ending his traveling
pursuits for work in the late
!950s, he said, when the
Cuban migration began to dry

up dock jobs for blacks.
Beneath his sometimes
crusty demeanor, Mr. Johnson
harbored a deep caring for the

coverage and editonMdplmons, with the support of
the many advertisers who have developed a commit
ted relationship with the Black Press over the years.
Yes, there is still much territory to cover as we strive
to prove our indispensability and harmonize the
energies of the mass black media. Johnson would
have wanted it that way. Strong partnerships and
relationship building with minority-owned businesses, local and major advertisers, political officers and
activists, religious leaders, educators, civic and social
clubs is where he placed much of his effort and concentration.
Please see pg. 11

community that was reflected
in his dealings with the people
he encountered, Blackshear
said.
"He was a very sofl-hearted guy who never won an

argument. He hated to say no,"
said Blackshear. "Most people

Cleveland Johnson, Jr.

who came to Cleve for some
thing got it, even if it was

Florida.
Les Humphrey, 75, pub
lisher of the Pensacola Voice,
died Sunday Jan. 28 and Mary
Wooten Simpson, 77, publisher of the Florida Star in Jacksonville, died Jan 30.
Mr. Johnson was staunchly supportive of black people
owning their own businesses, a
virtue he most likely inherited
from his father, who was one
of the city’s first independent
real estate entrepreneurs.
The
paper’s
motto:
"Black people must sell as well
as buy, or else remain a beggar
race" was a jarring but true
axiom that typified his life.
After he found himself
without work when he said the
port jobs in Miami were given
to Cubans, Mr. Johnson went

into the costume jewelry sales
business. That’s when he
became active in the Orange

Blossom Cosmetology Asso
ciation, a trade group that rep
resents hairdressers statewide.
Association president Dr.
Bertha Sneed remembered

Please see pg. 2

6ist Biennial Supreme ConVention Gibbons-Thompson Family Reunion
over by Supreme Chancellor Benjamin L. Hooks.
Welcome was extended by Sir Cornelius Green,
Jr., Royal Palm Lodge No.

125. Mr. Joe L. Gay, Jr. of
Allen
Chapel A.M.E.
Church gave two souI-stirring solos, after which a

travagant and well-at
tended banquet, hosted by
the Knights of Pythias and

Hooks,

L.

Supreme Chan-

Order of Calanthe was

cellor, was the esteemed
speaker and gave encour-

held Tuesday, July 24th,
2001, 7pm at the Double

aging and uplifting words
of inspiration to those as

Tree Hotel on W. Cypress

sembled. He was intro

Street in Tampa. The 6lst

duced by Calanthe Frances
D. Hooks, Past Grand Se-

Biennial Supreme Conven

tion was occasion for this

nior Directress, Bowles

Court No. 54, Supreme
Convention Coordinator.
Calanthe
Geraldine
Chambers, Grand Court of
Florida, was Mistress of

Ceremonies, with Presentation of Colors by the
Uniform Rank. Presenta-

tion of Grand Chancellors
and Grand Worthy Coun
sellors March was presided

The weekend was well

spent for individuals who
came together for the
Gibbons-Thompson fami-

ly reunion held July 27th-

served.
Presentations

family has been having
were

Donald W. Austin, Su
preme Worthy CounseIlor,

Benjamin

ST. PETERSBURG -

29th, 2001 in the sunshine
city of St. Petersburg. The

mira C.R. Purdie, Supreme
Worthy Escort, followed
by Remarks from Sir

event.
Dr.

Gammage-

most delectable dinner was

awarded by Calanthe El-

•TAMPA - A most ex

by AIlene
Ahmed

Calanthe Marie W. McCelvy, Supreme Worthy
Inspectrix, and Dr. Benjamin L. Hooks, Supreme

Chancellor.
Many thanks are. ex

tended to all those attend
ing and a special thanks to
those who assisted in mak

ing this most spectacular

event possible!

Please see pg. 6

reunions at various locations since 1976. After
having the reunion the first

time, they became bigger
and better than ever
before, and more family

members decided to partic
ipate.
The

family

linage

L-R: Veronica Feaster, Janie welIs, Hazel wells Thompson
and John wells

includes Wells, Gibbons,
Ghats,
Merri weather,

Beach and other places as

Sallie and Joseph.

really had a Iot of cookin'

Leary, Thompson, Moss,

well. The oldest member

Farmer, Dixon, Jackson,

attending the reunion this
year makes a beautiful liv

A well-planned picnic
took place at Campbell

to do. Thanks Calvin. A
banquet, social hour and

Holiman

and

others,

whose roots have branched

out to Georgia, Punta
Gorda, New York, New
Jersey, Wisconsin, Miami,
Ft. Lauderdale, Delray

Park on Saturday where

dance was heId at Orange

ing family center piece Sallie Wells, who is 87

family

Blossom

Cafeteria

on

Feaster did all the grillin'

Saturday

evening

and

years old. Mrs. Wells is the

and cooking. Calvin was

mother of John, Hazel,

attending his own family

church service at First Mt.
Zion, Rev. Elliott, Pastor,

Mae Eula, Paul, Janie,

reunion at the time, so he

Please see pgT

member

Calvin

2
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Fond Memories Of A Pioneering Publisher
that Mr. Johnson was one of
the few male members of the

group that was dominated by
female beauticians. He had a
reputation for entertaining conventiongoers in his hospitality
suite.
"The cosmetology com
munity has suffered a great
loss of the friendship and hospitality of Mr. Johnson. He
was low-key but had a
resounding voice in the
OBCA" Sneed said Tuesday.
She knew him before his
involvement with the associa-

tion, she said, when he and his
brother would come by her
Miami beauty salon selling
jewelry in the l950s.
Mr. Johnson believed that

he should be true to the common black folk, who constitute
the main readership of the
Weekly Challenger. Although
he was an influential force in
the black community and was
respected in downtown circles,
Blackshear said, "he deliberately stayed away from the
elite and found far more com
fort with the common person."
Mr. Johnson is survived
by his wife Ethel; daughters
Wanda, Varee and Sakia; and
sons Bennie and Cyrille.
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Should Black America Have A
Political convention In 2002?
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by Ron DanieIs
As a rising star among
the constellation of national leaders, the Rev. Al

convention might well be
to make a hard assessment

a major undertaking of a
Black Political Convention

of the state of Black
America and the relevance

Sharpton is full of ideas

and effectiveness of black
politics in relation to the
conditions affecting the
masses of black people. It

-a progressive agenda
which would identify the
key issues and concerns of

and exuding great energy
about where Black America should be headed in the
2lst century. He is not only

(727) 896-2922

♦♦♦♦♦
THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best lead
the world from racial antagonism when it accords to every
man, regardless of race, creed or color, his human and
legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no man... the Black
Press strives to help every man in the firm belief that all
men are hurt as long as anyone is held back.

seriously exploring mounting a campaign for President in 2004, he is talking
to a number of folks around
the country, myself includ-

MEMBER

Southeast Black

ed, about convening a National Black Political Convention in 2002 in com
memoration of the 30th

anniversary of the historic
Gary Convention in 1972.

Between A
Rock And A
Hard Place

The question is does it
make sense for Black

bv Melissa Wiedbrauk
One thing is for sure. The U.S. Supreme Court has

Political Convention as we
approach the mid-year
elections in 2002 and a

America to have a political

convention next year? As
someone who sees himself
as a torch bearer and political son of the Gary Con

vention, I believe a case
can be made for a Black

would be intriguing to
examine what the delegates
to the Gary Convention
viewed as the critical crises
facing black people and
what they affirmed as a
vision and agenda for moving forward thirty years

ago. It would also be good

to know what challenges
and responsibilities were

ing projects and initiatives.
Extensive discussions

Circuit

Gaurt.

that

said

displaying

Dakota, Ohio, South Carolina and Texas. Just two days
after the Elkhart decision, another courthouse in Kansas
City initiated the removal of another longstanding monument etched with the Commandments.
Those who challenge these displays seemingly fail to
realize that the Ten Commandments are much more than
a religious document. Opponents, like the American Civil
Liberties Union, argue that the Commandments advocate
a supreme God; therefore, the government would be
endorsing a specific religion over another by displaying

them.
What these critics ignore is that the contents of those
stone tablets played an integral part in forming the free
and united nation that is America. They are a vital part of
our heritage! The Ten Commandments are the foundation

of our Constitution and civil law, forming the moral principles of how we ought to live together. They contain
standards for living concerning families, education, law
and government.
Frankly, it is hard to fathom why opponents struggle
so much with a document that calls for good behavior. Do

they have a problem with people who honor and respect
instead of despising their parents, who control their anger
and refrain from murdering those with whom they disagree, who stay faithful to their marriage partner and
don't commit adultery, who work for a living instead of
stealing from others, who tell the truth instead of lying
and who are content with what they have rather than
doing whatever it takes to obtain the belongings of oth-

ers?

It is true that the right to freedom of religion would
be compromised if our government imposed one religion
over another, but displaying a historical monument that
contains the premise for our laws is hardly forcing someone to accept Judeo-Christian religious values.
The principles instilled by the Ten Commandments,
along with other religious and moral teachings, should

never be completely removed from the realm of public

is

questionable

whether enormous
and

time

be

should

energy

Conveners of the first National Black Political Convention of the 2lst Century.

was utilized in preparing
for Gary. Local and state
black political conventions
should be conducted all

In addition, Rev. Sharpton
as the initiator of the Call,
should be careful to create,
in collaboration with other
leading progressive politi

across the nation to discuss
resolutions and programmatic ideas for the Black
Agenda and to select dele-

cal leaders and activists, a
broad and inclusive core of
national co-chairs and conveners. As a prospective

gates and observers to the
national convention. To

presidential candidate, the
Convention cannot come

effectively implement this

process, there could be a
national organizing com-

off as simply a forum to
promote and embrace his
candidacy no matter how

mittee consisting of nation-

laudable

al co-chairs and conveners
representing various sec-

might seem.
With these suggestions,

campaign

his

Black Agenda should be

Frankly, in my view black
political leadership has by

through what vehicle(s) the
mandates of the Conven-

tors and constituencies
within Black America. The

I think Black America
should get busy! Each gen-

and large strayed from the
vision, mission and sense

process should begin with a
review of the Black Agen-

tion will be carried out. Accordingly, and of no small

national committee would

of righteous commitment
that fired the imagination

da adopted at Gary and
similar documents that

significance, a Black Political Convention shouId

in turn designate state cochairs
and
conveners
charged with organizing lo-

eration of Africans in
America should experience
the power of a Convention
like Gary where thousands

were approved by other political conventions and important gatherings, e.g.,
resolutions adopted at the

tackle

cal and state conventions.
What an exciting, engaging

of people gather to deliberate the condition of our

and meaningful process
this would be! There has

people and chart a course
of action. Like Gary, the
Convention will not be per-

the

of

question

building a third force, an
independent black political

talize contemporary black

Black Political Conventions of 1974, '76 and '80;

organization that would coordinate and monitor the
follow-up to the Conven-

ing State of the Black

politics.
Secondly, and of equal

the Black Issue Conven
tions held in Richmond,

tion and work to implement
the Black Agenda in all of

Convention.
I would suggest that

World Conference in At

importance, the adoption of

Virginia and New Orleans;

its fullness and manifesta-

lanta later this year.
The first task of such a

a

National Black Family
Plan which emerged from

tions at the local, state and

consideration be given to
designating Richard Gor

national levels.

don Hatcher, Imamu Amiri

2lst

century

Black

Political Agenda would be

not been anything quite
like this since the Gary

fect, but it could well be the
kind of event that can redefine and reinvigorate black

politics in a new century
and millennium.

Along The Color Line
Part One of a Two-Part Series
by Dr. Manning Marable

the

Commandments on city property violates the
Constitution's guarantee of a separation of church and
state.
The irony that the justices would not address something that is literally hanging right over their heads is
likely only to turn up the volume on the Ten
Commandments controversy across the nation. There are
similar cases in Alabama, Mississippi, Nebraska, North

ward.
It

litical Convention should
resemble the process that

Diggs, now deceased, the
Co-Conveners of the Gary
Convention, Honorary Co-

built into the mobilizing/
organizing process. The

in the United States over the past 225 years. Somewhere
in the middle of the southern frieze is a carving of Moses

a monument in Elkhart, Indiana that contains the Ten

Agenda of the 2lst century
should flow from an examination of the best of our
thinking as reflected in the
great documents adopted
over the past 30 years coupled with our best contemporary analysis and prescriptions for moving for-

tion and input from the
National Black Community
at all levels, the organizing
process for the Black Po-

Baraka and Charles C.

about the provisions of a

attention at the forthcom-

Commandments. As a result, the display that stands out
side the city's municipal building for the past 43 years
must be removed. The refusal upholds a ruling by the

Million Man March and the
Million Family March
Agenda in the most recent
period. The first Black

In order to achieve the
broadest possible participa

ing the interests and aspirations of black people.

Justinian to Napoleon, they represent the founding prin
ciples of law that helped establish justice and equity here

this particular carving represents, the High Court still
refused to hear a case concerning the constitutionality of

the deliberations of the National Black Leadership
Roundtable in the 80s; the
Mission Statement of the

invested in convening a
great gathering without
thinking about how and

vention will receive some

Commandments.
Though the Court's justices are well aware of what

public office of whatever
ethnicity and party. It

litical leadership in terms
of promoting and defend-

presidential election in
2004. Hopefully, the idea
of a Black Political Con-

holding the two stone tablets that represent the Ten

map, which would be used
to evaluate candidates for

laid at the feet of black po

to the Ten Commandments.
Placed along the top border of the Supreme Court's
magnificent courtroom are carvings of several of history's great lawgivers. From Hammurabi to Octavian and

put itself between a rock and a hard place when it comes

Black America and delin
eate which of these issues/
concerns could best be addressed by government and
which could best be resolved by the private sector
or within the black community. The agenda would be
a kind of blueprint, a road

would also lay out priorities for community build-

and energies of the thousands who gathered at
Gary. Revisiting what was
declared at Gary could
serve as a catalyst to revi

Seventh

3

Although

Abraham

Lincoln
signed
the
Emancipation
Proclamation in 1863. the
nation's
four
million
enslaved people of African
descent struggled to win
their
freedom.
Over
180,000 black men had
served in the Union Army
during the Civil War, and
38,000 had been killed.
Blacks anticipated that

"Jubilee" would mean not
merely personal freedom,
but also economic self-sufficiency. In an agricultural
economy, self-sufficiency
meant land tenure. African
Americans- and their white
allies in the radical wing of
the Republican Party clam
ored for "forty acres and a
mule," as part of their compensation for nearly two

hundred

fifty

years

of

enslavement. But compen-

Jim Crow segregation.
African Americans, were
firmIy relegated to a subor
dinate status, politically as
welI as economically. The

Black Freedom Movement
across the South in the
mid-twentieth
century
finally
destroyed
the
.repressive rule of white
supremacy. The Voting
Rights Act of 1965 ushered
into the eIectoraI system

millions of new black voters. Yet despite important
legal and legislative civil

rights reforms, the damaging legacy of enslavement

and a century of legal seg
regation had tragic, longterm consequences for the
development
of 1 the
African-American community.
For decades, the call
for black reparations had

been a central tenet in the
political philosophy of

tions became popularized
in hip hop music and cul
ture. Spike Lee named his
production company "40
acres and a mule" to make
the political point that
African Americans rarely
owned the corporations
that profited from black
cultural production and
commercialization.
The
National
Coalition
of

testified to the committee.
"We're not talking, >about

BIacks for Reparations in
America (N'COBRA), a
united front of organiza-

fied almost the identical

tions and individuals, was
established,
demanding
from the U.S. government
"the trillions of dollars due
peopIe of African descent
(in the United States) for
the labor of their ancestors

wel fare."

Bennett. stated,

"We're talking about back
pay." With the strong support of Chicago mayor
Richard DaIey, the resolution passed overwhelming-

Iy, by a 46 to 1 vote.
Several months later, the
Washington, D.C. city
council unanimously rati
resolution.
As talk about black
reparations gathered politi-

cal momentum, other elected officials pushed for a
general reexamination of
America's historical legacy
of racial oppression. In
June, 2000, Congressman

of the transatlantic

slave trade and American

sIavery.

|

the

"National

first

Reparations

Convention

African-American

Descendants

of

African

SIaves" in Chicago.

In 2000, with the publication
of
Randall
Robinson's deeply moving
and eloquent book The
Debt: What America Owes
to Blacks, the reparations
movement found its mod-

runners, profited extensive
ly from financing the slave
trade. When Jesse Jackson

ern manifesto. The Debt is
a profoundly personal yet

announced at the 2000
Rainbow/PUSH convention that pressure should be

how African Americans as
a people,were systematically exploited by the U.S.

placed on corporate insur
ers to compensate the
descendants on slaves, the
issue began to draw nation-

political and economic system, and have never

tions to society.
To white America, The

Tony P. Hall of Ohio intro
duced the "Apology for
Slavery Resolution of

al media attention. In
January, 2001, California
implemented a law which

2000," H. Con. Res. 356,

city to hold public hearings

explaining to the press:

obligated U.S. insurance
firms doing business in the
state to cooperate fully

"These three words-'I am

ed

for

Researchers uncovered
archival 'documentation
establishing that several
major U.S. insurance corporations, including Aetna,
the nation's largest insurer,
wrote policies to insure
slaves. Major U.S. banks,
or their institutional fore-

who worked for hundreds
of years without pay."
In April, 2000, Chicago
became the first major U.S.

scholarly examination of

received just compensation
for their material contribu-

Debt represents, Robinson
wrote, a warning that if

"African Americans will
not be compensated for the

on the issue of the damaging legacy of slavery on
African
Americans.

sorry'-are a foundation for

with any investigations of

massive wrongs and social

beginning again, a small

Congressman Bobby Rush

price to pay for restoring

injuries inflicted upon them
by their, government, dur-

spoke before a special city
council committee, declar-

lost trust, and a necessary

their corporate archives
and records, to discover
whether these firms issued

first step in moving forward constructively." Hall,

policies that slaveholders
took out on their slaves. In

February, 2001, more than
six
hundred
African-

there is no chance that
America will solve its
racial problems."

sation never came. The
occupying Union army did

black nationalist organizations and leaders, from

little to redistribute the Iand

from the former masters to

Marcus Garvey to Elijah
Muhammad. But, begin-

their former slaves. Most
black families were ulti-

ning in the l980s and
l990s, reparations acquired

mately forced into sharecropping or tenant farming.
"Reparations"
never

the character of a social
movement within the black
urban
communities.
Reference to "forty acres

relations will be deter
mined by reparations for
slavery." Noted historian
Lerone Bennett, author of

Congressman John Lewis
of Georgia, and others also
called for a national museum and a memorial to

and a mule" and repara-

Before the Mayflower, also

honor the millions of vic-

came during Reconstruc
tion, and with the rise of

tims

ing that "the future of race

American elected officials,
educators,
community
activists and others attend-

ing and after slavery, then

SUPPORT THE
BLACK PRESS .

This Is Not Our Parents9 NAACP
administration

The President of the

unions. Economic develop

the police unions will slap

Black

organization has fathered at

ment isn't about building

them back down.

as a rock. The only pre-

Capitalism through affir

least 5 children out of wed-

small neighborhood busi

What we have now is

dictable response coming

mative action. The con

lock through 4 different

nesses but promoting big

an organization that is a

corporations and anti-trade

virtual harlot to organized

ership was strong as a

Nixon

Gone are the days of a

sledgehammer and steady

implemented

glorious, courageous black

institution that was synony

By Harry C. Alford, Jr.

mous to being a vanguard

from the national office

struction unions forbade

women. Is this supposed to

for civil rights and the

was a demand for, justice

the NAACP from accepting

be the "right stuff"? Role

policies at the cost of urban

labor and a "do as you are

apart from every other nation in the woild. In Ameiica,

nemesis for Jim Crow and

and equality.

the principles of affirma-

models?

infrastructure.

told"

people of all backgrounds, cultures, races and nations can

de

discrimination.

Things are much dif

tive action from 1969 aII

longer is about teaching

come together and live peaceably.
The Commandments should be upheld so that we,
like Moses and the Israelites before us, will have a foun-

The NAACP that was our

ferent now. Beginning in

the

parents and grandparents is

the late

When

but a memory now. This

began to infiltrate the man-

administration

dational basis for human conduct that wiII allow men of

nonpartisan.

influential

policy and government. In fact, it was this combination
that formed the foundations of liberty which set America

all nationalities and colors to live together in peace.

facto

Education

no

Police are beating up

flunky

Democratic

to

. the

National

1990.

our children but what the

and

like

Committee. It is a shame

Clinton/Gore

teacher unions want-more

never before. New York,

that we Iost it. We best

cancelled

money. Prison isn't about

Los Angeles, Louisville.

move on to better vehicles

agement with its money

affirmative action in the

rehabilitation but building

Prince Georges' County,

or create such.

organization could not be

and super liberal agenda. It

FederaI Highway Admin

more

create

etc. Where is the NAACP?

bought or bossed. Its lead-

was first noticed when the

istration. they did nothing.

more jobs for the guard

They can't heIp us because

sixties; unions

way
the

through

prisons

to

killing

blacks

WBIBS1I
wmw
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African American
Women On Tour

Mary Kay Cosmetics
Enriching Women's LiVes

According to AfricanAmerican on Tour’s executive
producer Maria Dowd, “Black
women are socialized to
‘back-bum’ our health needs,

money essentials and other
valuable tools for business success. Speights is under the

leadership of Future National
Sales Director, Laurestine

while we busy ourselves tak-

Bass of Miami, FL., and Sr.
Sales Director, Jill Marckese

ing care of others’ needs. Then,
we cope with the stress in our
lives by over-indulging in food
and under-indulging in exer

of St. Petersbuig.
Besides intensive training,
the company also uses the
annual meeting to personally

cise. Before we know it, it’s
been several years since our
last Pap, we’ve never had a
mammogram of HTV test, and

reward and recognize the outstanding achievers of the past

Dianne Speights
ST PETERSBURG Dianne Speights of this city, an
independent sales director in
qualification for Mary Kay
Cosmetics, has just returned
home from three days of inten-

sive sales and product training
in Dallas, Texas as a participant in Mary Kay’s 2001

national seminar.
Approximately 50,000
independent beauty consul-

tants and sales directors
flocked to Dallas between July
l9th - August 4th to attend one
of 5 consecutive three day

meetings. In keeping with the

company’s commitment to

recognize outstanding busi
ness women, this year’s multimillion dollar seminar was
appropriately entitled ‘What A
Vision, What A Life!”
Ms. Speights, who is celebrating 23 years in business
with Maiy Kay, opened her

year. During five identical
award night extravaganzas, the
company distributed more
than a million dollars in free
cars, luxury vacations, shopping sprees and gold and diamond jewelry.
Mary Kay Cosmetics, Inc.,
is an international manufacturer and distributor of premium

skin care products, cosmetics,
toiletries and fragrances, with a
mission to “Enrich Women’s
Lives”.
As a service in the com
munity, Speights and her team
hold monthly skin care and
glamour clinics at the Fannye

home-based business in July
of 1978. To enable Speights to - A. Ponder Council House,
move into the senior manage- 1835 9h Avenue South the 3rd
ment arena in the months Friday night in each month at
ahead, dozens of specialized 7pm. For more information or
classes were held each day to to reserve your place, call
include product knowledge, (727) 866-6621 or visit web
color awareness, sales training, site at www.marykay.com/dbusiness management, goal speights.
setting, working with people,

Women Lag In Technology
And Engineering ———----WASHINGTON
Women and girls made signif
icant progress in the sciences
over the last two decades, par-

ticularly in medicine and the
bioIogical
sciences.
But

women’s gains have stalled and in some cases eroded - in
engineering and computer sci
ences, despite effectively hew
programs to increase women’s
participation in these fields.
Those are among the findings
of a major new report reIeased

here today by the National
CounciI for Research on
Women (NCRW) at a news
conference featuring former

astronauts Sally Ride, National
Science Foundation Director

Rita Colwell,
experts.

and

other

Balancing the Equation:

Where Are Women and Girls
in Science, Engineering and

notes myriad
reasons to advance women in
the sciences, including the economic imperative to increase
the technological and scientific
Technology?

literacy of America’s work
force. At a time when U.S.
industry cannot fill the open
ings for technically advanced

jobs, women are grossly
underutilised. Equally impor
tant, the report says, are the

report offers cause for cautious
optimism. Change is possible,
if complex - and certainly

perspectives, women bring to
the sciences, often leading

worth the effort. What is good
for women and girls is also

them to different decisions on

good for men and boys, and
good for the country. We sim-

allocating research dollars, tar

geting drug testing protocols,

and developing technology to

benefit communities.
The report analyzes strategies to attract women and girls
to science and retrain them in

technological fields. It finds
that efforts to open up scientif
ic study and work have created
new opportunities for women
and minorities - but those
efforts have been sporadic and
disjointed. The report calls for
a national commitment to
remove the peisistent baniers
and ( glass ceilings facing

women and girls in the sci
ences.
Tris is a critical moment
for the nation,” said NCRW

Executive Director Linda
Basch. “In the last few
decades, we have learned how

ply cannot continue to over
look the contributions of half
our population. If we do, our
society, our nation and our
world will suffer.”
“Women are making a dif
ference every time they enter a
field in significant numbers,”

Basch said. “For example, in
medicine women are placing
more emphasis on diseases
and conditions primarily af
fecting women that were

ignored for too long. We need
many more women in the
human genome project and
other emerging fields. It’s time
to transform the culture of science, make women’s perspectives more welcome, and

the doctor’s ordering drastic
lifestyle changes ... or else.”

Dowd adds, “African-American Women on Tour has
responded by focusing on pre

Queen Afua
SAN DIEGO - One of
African-American Women on
Tour’s goals is to motivate
women to better manage their

physical and mental health.
Several nationally respected
health experts will participate
in Preventive Health Forums
at the 2001 African-American
Women on Tour conference
series, presented by Sprint.
African-American Women on Tour’s Preventive
Health Forum is a part of this

use that knowledge. This

• Saturday, September 29,
2001, Los Angeles Airport

Marriott, Los Angeles, CA.
The forum stresses the
importance of improving diets,
building strength and vitality,
exercising regularly, learning
relaxation and deep breathing
techniques and better time

management to reduce stress
and improve the quality of life
of African-American women.

national empowerment conference series that will tour to
two U.S. cities, beginning in

In addition to conventional

August.

ipants will learn more about

The forum encompasses
both holistic and conventional
preventive health management, targeted to AfricanAmerican women. Presented
by Heart & Soul magazine
and Merck & Co., sponsored
nationaIly by Agouron Pharmaceuticals and Reebok, and
co-sponsored by Abbott Laboratories and the American Kid
ney Fund, the forum takes
place from 11:40am -1:10pm:

how organic, high fiber, low
fat, vegetarian and detoxifica

lifestyle changes, forum partic-

Women on Tour’s mission is to

empower Black women to
lake control of their wellness physically, mentally and spiri
tually. AAWOT also offers a
host of unique workshops that
teach ancient African and East
ern mind, body and spirit-heal
ing practices. Workshop titles
include “Het Heru Healing
Dance,” an African-centered
dance designed to improve the
functioning of female repro

ductive organs; “Sacred
Woman: A Guide to Healing
the Feminine Body, Mind and
Spirit” featuring Queen Afua;

“Our Soul’s Desire” and

tion diets can help them

“Healing with Nommo: Word-

achieve
optimal
health.
Throughout the weekend, con
ference attendees can also par
take in various health screen
ings, administered by locaI
health practitioners; and massage therapy by African-

Power, Creative ExpressionSelf Re-Creation”.
For registration informa
tion, contact AAWOT at 6297
Del Cerro Boulevard, San
Diego, CA 92120; 1-800-5602298; e-mail to aawot@-

American Women on Tour’s
“Harmony of Hands” massage
suite.

aawot.com; or visit its website

at www.aawot.com.

ST. PETERSBURG-The

African-American Voter Re
search and Education Committee and concerned citizens
will meet with School Board

The general topic is “Let’s
Take A Look at Education in
St. Petersburg focusing on

school choice and desegrega

Wednesday, August 8, 2001
at 12 noon at the Urban

tion. The program is limited to
the first 25 people to call Vyrle
Davis at 327-2027 or Adelle
Jamison at 327-9925.

League located at 333 3lst
Street North.

Mrs. Cook is the sixth of
the seven board members to

member, Carol Cook,

on

richer when we do.”

READING
IS VITAMINS
FOR THE MIND

By Jennifer Carroll
ST. PETERSBURG “Greetings” from the Florida

Department of . Veterans’
Affairs (FDVA) - the other
VA. Do you think because

you’re active duty now, you
really don’t need to know
about veterans’ issues? Wrong
- there are issues you need to
be aware of before you get out!
There are many things the
FDVA can do for you once
you become a veteran. The
FDVA was established because Florida wanted to ensure
its veterans got all the federal
benefits they deserved. When

you get out of the military
maybe you’ll just deal directly
with the U. S. Department of
Veterans Affairs (VA). Why do
it by yourself? I was hoping
you’d ask ... do you feel like
taking on the second laigest
federal agency in the United
States alone? You don’t have
to!
In 1986, Florida was concemed that its veterans were

not receiving all the federal VA

address the group.
The chairman

deserved. Florida needed a
“VA watchdog” to ensure its
veterans got their fair share.
So, in 1987, voters approved a
constitutional
amendment
authorizing the creation of a'

of the

school board, Mr. Tom Todd,
will meet with the community

on August 28th at the Urban
League at 12 noon.
These meetings are being
sponsored by the AfricanAmerican Voter Research and
Education Committee.

READ A
NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY

encourage their contributions.
Our nation will be infinitely

Life After
Active Duty

dollars they had earned and

School Board Member To
Discuss School Choice
And Desegregation Issues

to increase women’s and girls’
participation in science and'
technology. Now we weed to

• Saturday, August 25,
2001, Atlanta Hilton & Towers, Atlanta, GA.

ventive measures, including
both conventional and holistic
perspectives.”
African-American

Jennifer Carroll

main office is in St. Petersburg

on the Bay Pines campus in
the VA Regional Office building. We also have offices at
each of the six VA Medical
Centers and numerous VA
Outpatient clinics throughout

Florida.
I’d also like to tell you
about another service of this

department - our State Veterans’ Homes program. Not
interested now? That’s okay you just need to know they’re
available. Besides, maybe you
know an elderly veteran who

might need assistance with
nursing home care. You should

see these Homes - they’re
absolutely gorgeous and state

of the art facilities!
FDVA operates a l50-bed
assisted living state veterans’
domiciliary home in Lake
City; a l20-bed state veterans’
nursing home in Daytona
Beach; a l20-bed veterans’

nursing home, which opened
in 1999 in Land O’ Lakes and
can
accommodate
60
Alzheimer’s residents; and our
newest veterans’ nursing home
in Pembroke Pines. It accepted its first resident in June,
2001, and it also can accommodate 60 of its 120 residents,
with Alzheimer’s disease. Two

single state department whose
sole purpose was tliat of being

more veterans’ nursing homes
are scheduled for Bay and
Charlotte counties, with

a veterans’ advocate. This

groundbreaking ceremonies to

Department would work with
Florida’s veterans to ensure

occur in late 2001 and opening
sIated for the spring of 2003.

they received aII the veterans’

benefits to which they and
their families might be enti-

If you have questions
about service-connected benefits, medical care, GI-Bill

tled. And so it was that the
FDVA was established.

information, VA Home loans,
State
Veterans’
Nursing

The FDVA provides counseling to veterans and their
families, helping them work

Homes, or any veteran-related

issue, call your local County
Veteran Service Office, the

with the VA more quickly and

FDVA at 1-800-827-1000,.

We charge
absoluteIy nothing for these
counseling services, and no
membership is required. Our

extension 7400; or, visit our
website at: www.floridavets.-

more successfully.

org for additional information.

/rtfe,

FAMILY EYE CARE

Tl

SHAHEED’S
AFRICAN A ISLAMIC WEAR, INC.

DR. DEBORAH FLANAGAN

■
■
■
■
■

BOARD CERTIFIED
OPTOMETRIC PHYSICIAN
Eye Examinations
Eye Diseases
Contact Lenses
Children's Vision
Vision Nutrition Therapy

k
&
*

&

"A Personal Touch from Caring Professionais"

* Najiyyah’s Designs, American, African and International Fashions, »
Afroc,entric Books, Jewelry, Herbal Skin Products, Black Soap, Shea^
5 Butter, Head Wraps/Scarves (Specializing in Erika Badu Style Head §
££ Wraps), Rastafarian Caps, Dreadlock Products, Sunglasses, T-shirts,
Baseball Caps and, Much More
I....... ;o«\

We accept or match most
lnsUrance Vision Care plans.

Maxi Mall

321 -6600

AMERICAN EXPRESS - DISCOVER - VISA - MASTERCARD • GIFT CERTIFICATES

Beauty Palace
Shirley Brown-Stylist/Owner

Barber Services • Hair Consultar
Services • Manicurist • Nail
Maintenance • Massage Therapis
• Skin Care & Make-Up
CALL t OR APPOINTMENTS • WALK-INS WELC

lO°/....

Come by and shop with Najiyyah at
Shaheed’s A&IW, Inc.

2914 FIRST AVE. NORTH

§

g

k8
*

k0:
1

4301 34* Street St. Petersburg, FL

(727) 867-1338

Store Hours: Tues-Sat. 11 a.m.-7:00 p.m.
Closed Monday & Tuesday .

1

Monday - Saturday

Standard Hours
of Operation

&
1

727-827-3951

Now Open at Skyway Plaza-l047-62nd Ave. So

1717 lst AVE. N.

shaheedsaiw uaol.com

St. Petersburg
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When Wachovia and First Union merge,
something beautiful will grow
Educational enrichment. Affordable housing. Small business growth.
When the people of our companies come together, the effect on people throughout the Southeast will be profound. Together, well volunteer more than four
hundred thousand hours of our time to open young minds to the wonders of reading. Enable more than twenty thousand hard-working families to cross
the threshold of a new home each year. Provide more than fifty-five thousand small business loans to help entrepreneurs realize the dream of their own

business. And help breathe new life into the neighborhoods we serve with six billion dollars in community lending and investments over the nextfive years.

First Union and Wachovia
The Right Combination

We are working so that, in a few short weeks, our strong legacies of community volunteerism and investment can become one. We’ve announced a

WACHOVIA

Community Commitment program more than thirty-five billion dollars strong. And we believe the result will be something remarkable. For us all.

Stockholders are urged to read the definitive joint proxy statement/prospectus regarding the proposed transaction and any other relevant documents filed with the SEC because they contain important information. You may obtain a free copy of the joint proxy statement/prospectus, as well as other filings containing information about First Union and Wachovia, at

the SEC’s Internet site (http://www.sec.gov ). Copies of these documents can also be obtained, without charge, by directing a request to First Union Corporation, Investor Relations, One First Union Center, 301 South College Street, Charlotte, NC 28288-0206,704-374-6782, or to Wachovia Corporation, In\ estor Relations, 100 North Main Street, Winston-Salem,

NC 27150,888-492-6397. Additional copies of the joint proxy statement/prospectus may also be obtained by contacting First Union's proxy solicitor, Morrow & Co., Inc., toll free at 1-877-366-1578, or Wachovia s proxy solicitors, Mackenzie Partners, Inc., toll free at 1-800-322-2885, or Georgeson Shareholder, toll free at 1-800-223-2064. The information present
ed above may contain forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of -1995. Factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from those described in the forward-looking statements can be found in the joint proxy statement/prospectus and in First Union s and Wachovia s public reports filed w ith the SEC.
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from pg-

We Welcome
Your Letters
To the Editor

1

Send Your
Letters to:
Clje ^Beeklu
Challenger

2500 M.L. King
St. S.
St. Pete, FL
33705

Dew is said to form better
on dark objects.

I

PSTA To
SerVice The
Gulf coast
Museum Of Art
LARGO - The Pinellas
Suncoast Transit Authority
PSTA) will begin servicing
the Gulf Coast Museum of Art
(GCMA), Heritage Village
and The Florida Botanical

Gardens at Pinewood Cultural
Park on Sunday, August 5,
2001. Route 61, which services the various stops from

"I believe that the unarmed truth and unconditional
love will have the final word in reality. I still believe
that we shall overcome."
Martin Luther King, Jr.

Enroll now!

County, is an interdisciplinary
Donald R. Collins

complex that includes the
Florida Botanical Gardens and
Extension Service, the Gulf

Financial Advisor

American Express

Financial Advisors Inc.

Coast Museum of Art, Heritage Village and the Pinellas
County Historical Museum.
.For more
information, call (727) 5186833.

An AEFA-associated
financial advisor business

Indian Rocks Shopping Center
to Dunedin, will stop in front
of the GCMA’s galleries at
Pinewood Cultural Park.
Route 61 traveling from
Indian Rocks Shopping Center
to Dunedin will stop at
Pinewood Cultural Park at
10:15am, ll:l5am, 12:15pm,
l:15pm, 2:15pm and 3:15pm.
Monday through Saturday and

at 11:50am, 1:20pm, 2:50pm
and 4:20pm on Sundays and
holidays. Route 61 traveling
from Dunedin to the Indian .

3606 Central Ave.
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Off: 727.328.2000
Cell: 727.463.7402

SUMMER
SPECIALS
Eat Combos During This Season With These Sperials!

COMBO #1
3 Pcs. Dark Chicken
T Sm. Okra or Fries
1 Lg. Soda
$3.99

BURGER BUSTER MEGA
DEAL - COMBO #2
1 Big Red Double Cheese
1 Lg. Fries • 1 Lg. Soda

Mixed 50/ extra - White 50/ extra

Add 50/ for Bacon

$4.99

Rocks Shopping Center will
stop at Pinewood Cultural
Park at 10:40am, 11:40am,
l2:40pm, 1:40pm, 2:40pm
and 3:40pm Monday through
Saturday
and
ll:l5am,
l2:45pm, 2:15pm and 3:45pm
on Sundays and holidays. For

a bus schedule, fare informa

COMBO

#3
1 Little Red Cheeseburger
1 Sm. Fries
1 Lg. Soda

LUNCH SPECIAL
COMBO #4
1 Big Red Burger
1 Sm. Fries • 1 Med. Soda

$2.99

$2.99

Add 50/ for Bacon

Cheese 25/ extra - 11 a.m. - 2 p.m.

ADD 50# for SHAKES on All Combos

tion, or more information on
bus routes, please call the

PSTA information line at

(727)530-9911.
The GCMA’s

general

hours of operation are Tues-.
day, Wednesday, Friday and
Saturday, lOam - 4pm; Thursday, 10am - 7pm; Sunday,

l2pm - 4pm and closed on
Monday.

On Thursdays,

admission is free to the public.
' Pinewood Cultural Park,
located in central Pinellas

Classes start
Aug. 20 and Sept. 17

Gizzards For Your Choice Of Finger Foods,
Hot Wings To Spice-Up Your Life.

Get The ChiCken of Your Choice At The PriCe You Like.
All specials end at 11 P.M. except where otherwise stated. No substitutions on any specials.

• academic excellence

• affordable classes
• convenient Pinellas County locations

• personalized attention
• variety of programs leading to deo

and certificates

rees

(727) 341-4SRC
www.spjc.edu

"WHERE YOUR DOLLARS MAKE SENSE"

1701 16th Street South
St. Petersburg
Open 10:30 am until 3 am in the morning

St. Petersburg College
formerly St. Petersburg Junior College
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which ended this year's
family reunion.
The entire gathering

was wonderful, exclaimed
several of the members

participating this year, seeing many old and new
faces, aunts, uncles and
cousins who traveled from
far and wide - it was truly a

great delight.
Hats go off to commit-

tee
members
Hazel
Thompson, John Wells,

Jannie Wells, Veronica
Feaster, and Mary and
Sallie Wells, who worked
hard in organizing what

they feel was a successful
event. Family reunions
have a way of keeping the
family roots nurtured and

growing. As with this family, it was well with each of
their souls, happily coming
together to once again

greet each other, this time
on a happy note.

Photos
by
Peace
Productions and Photography.

NOW OPEN

Fun
for the

SAM S BEAUTY SALON
3600 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

Clothes 99<VLB; Housewares, Shoes, Purses

rT"$T.Q0'QFF""R

3425 22nd AVENUE SOUTH

1

ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33711

Goodwill

J

> FRI. 9 AM-9 PM • SAT. 7, AM-8 PM

PEDICURE

Our children need more
room to turn around when they

MOnday - Wednesday

I

TUES.-THURS. 9 AM-10 PM

w/coupon • Appointment Necessary

unrighteous and morally weak,

and asserted to the righteous
and meek.
Murder is homicide and

following others is suicide.

Books and More 20VLB; Furniture $2-10.

Weigh 8^ Pay Outlet

— WALK-INS WELCOME—

Goodwill Weigh
Pay Outlet
10596 Gandy Blvd.

AND

with impatience and drive
them away.
Success is denied to the

Extension Weaving and Braiding

328-7189
328-7289

Pretty Feet by T©1KIY

have made a mistake or gone
astray, yet we cut them short

family!

>near Essence
TOTAL HAIR CARE

(727) 322-0024 • Cell (727) 542-2189

.Hires

entire

20 years experienoe in Hair Care
as Barber and Beautician

On

&o4feeC-&tie*ttecC

Safe

SAM'S BEAUTY SALON
1

(Next door to the Goodwill Retail Store)

St. Petersburg, Florida

gaaduiill

Mon - Sat 10 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Sunday 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.
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North Central Florida
Society
In
Ocala

National Beauty Culturists’s
League 82nd Annual conVention

LIGHT

Of The
WorLD

by

By Dan!El Banks

Florence
Williams Ray
ANNUAL
OBSERVANCE DAY AT
NEW ZION MBC
On July 22, 2001, Annual

Observance Day was held for
Deacons and Deaconesses at
New Zion Missionary Baptist
Church in Ocala. Rev. Dr. E. F.

Broxton is pastor. The theme
for the occasion was ‘Walking
in the Newness of Light”.
Minister James Sims presided over the 8am service and
the message was delivered by

Dr. Broxton. Deacon Curtis
and Deaconess Betty Brown
presided over the llam service. Responsive Reading was
led by Brother Arthur and Sis
ter Sabrina McCray; Worship
in Songs came from the Choir;
Welcome and Occasion was

stated by Bro. Alphonso and
Sister Linda Dayman, and the

message was delivered by
Rev. Everett Brown of Mt.
Bethel Baptist Church in
Edgar, FL. Words of Appreci

course entitled “Basic Patient
Care” is offered for those interested in providing as a Hospice

2001. For more information,
call Jan at 873-7441.
**

SCORE, Service Corps of

Retired Executives is looking
for retired executives to volunteer as business counselors to
area residents interested in
starting or improving a small
business. The counseling is
provided free of charge and
continues for as long as the
client desires. Classes are provided every week at the

Chamber

of

Commerce.

Please, call Bob at 629-5959
for further information.
**
The Evangeline Booth

Helen Baxter.
The 4pm Guest Church

ist to help out during morning
or afternoon hours. If you are
interested in doing light telephone work, or might act as a
friendly greeter, please call
Jara at 671-2870.
****

zens is looking for a reception-

MIAMI - The National
Beauty Culturists’s League,

conditioners, etc.
Hairstylist from all over

Inc., held its 82nd annual convention in Miami, FL at The
Hyatt Regency, from July 28th
- August 4th, 2001. This con

the U.S.A., Caribbean, Canada
and Africa were in attendance
of this Convention.
This convention included

vention included a three day
Trade Show on Sunday (7/29)

Students Competition, Fantasy
Styling, Fashion Shows, Gold-

through Tuesday (7/31). The
Trade Show included platform

en Cosmos Ats and Crafts,
The King and Queen’s Coronation Ball, The Presidents’
Banquet, a $10,000 cash give-

artists demonstrating their
products of relaxers, colors.

Appleton
Announoes 'OnCe
In Our Lifetime*
Exhibition-------OCALA - There are few

Registration for the Marion County Family YMCA fall

things in life that are truly once
in a lifetime events, and the
Appleton Museum of Art in
Ocala will host one of them.
Florida State University
President Talbot “Sandy”

guest choir; Words of Appreci-

Soccer Program is now underway. Registration closes

D'Alemberte recently an
nounced that a showcase of the

ation came from Deacon
Eugene and Deaconess Ethel

August 7,2001.
Children ages 3-5 may

Art Gallery of Ontario’s principal l9th and 20th century

Shields.
Deacons in training are:

participate in the Tiny Tots
Program starting August 8th.

paintings, including works by
Monet, Degas, Renoir, Picasso

Both YMCA members and
non-members may participate.

and Van Gogh, will be coming

and Deaconesses
of Mt.
Ararat in Leesburg, FL; Worship in songs came from the

Brothers Emery Woods, Alvin
Brown, Alphonso Dayman
Marvin Reynolds, Ralph
James and Arthur McCray.

Deaconesses in training are:
Tara Woods, Narissa Brown,
Linda Daymon, Sammey
Reynolds, Loretta James and
Sabrina McCray.

REGISTRATION
FOR YMCA
SOCCERPROGRAM

YOU CAN HELP
unteers are needed in certain
geographic areas. Mostly in
Ocala. A four hour training

to the Appleton Museum in

“Once in Our Lifetime,” is co
owned by FSU and Central
Florida Community College.
To be able to host a show
of this magnitude demon
strates how well regarded the

be displayed in two parts: 19th
century masterworks will be
exhibited from September 8th

ChiU Akuse

through December 6th, and

20th century works wiII be
exhibited in early 2002, tenta-

Concern

on Saturday, Aug. 4th, at
1 lam. Theta Nu Sigma Soror-

ity and Sigma Nu Theta Fratemity are also a major part of
this convention.

WASHINGTON - The
Overseas Private Investment
Corporation (OPIC) announced that it had concluded
a million dollar agreement to
support its first microfinancing

236-7100 or visit the web site
at www.appletonmuseum.oig.

hind in Africa, the Peoples
Investment Fund for Africa

dation for Education and Self-

Help (IFESH) will match

ly at 7pm.

will be held at St. Hawthorne
Primitive Baptist Church,
Blitchton, FL, Elder Jerald
Blue,, Sr.. Pastor.
Week of Prayer Meeting,

Week
of Preaching,
August 6-10, 2001, nightly at
7:30pm. Evangelist for the
week, Elder Robert Thomas,
Shady Grove Primitive Baptist

July 30 - August 3,2001 night-

Church, Daytona Beach, FL.

READ ANEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY
'

spoken Word does not contradict His written Word, so

speaks to me the most! His

remember that when people
come to you with false prophe-

cies. Also know that if the

me, but I’m still shouting the
victory, seeing visions, and

prophecy is not delivered in
love, it is not of God. For God

speaking in tongues. The Lord
wanted me to get to heaven so
badly that He placed a little
piece of heaven down in my
soul, in that each time the Holy
Spirit overshadows me, I experience a part of the ecstacy and
bliss that will be everlasting in
heaven and the next world! So,
for the joy that is set before me,
I can endure the pain and disappointments of this temporal
life. Amen.
August 8,2001, will be my

is love. He:s not something

akin to love. He is love. Everything He does for us is out of
love, even to the death of Jesus
on the cross. Sending His Son
into the world to be the propitiation for our sins was an act of
love unparalleled. For that reason, if we’re to be followers of

Christ, we must show love to
one another and extend the
olive branch of peace to eveiybody, as much as lieth in us.
This is my personal testimony and I’m asking those of

you who know the worth of
prayer and are living righteously to the extent that you
ean get a prayer through to the

great throne room of God, to
please pray for me. May God
bless you and keep you until
you behold Him face to face.
Amen.

Church Service, July 22,

OPIC’s loan commitment
principally from individual
' American investments ranging
from $500 to $5000. PIFA will
then provide loans to microfi
nance institutions in participat-

ing African countries, stalling
with Ghana later this year. The
Fund is designed to initially
create or expand over 1000

Greater Hopewell

Dr. Peter Watson said, “provid-

great fellowship of love, mem-

James V. Smith.

ing smalI entrepreneurs with
capital is a proven way to stim

ories, good food, drink, and a
spiritually filled success,

Hughland A. Smith, Clearwa-

ulate local economies in Africa
and throughout the world.

bers and friends.

ter, FL; Geraldine S. Jackson,
Ocala, FL; Carolyn B. Smith,

Hospitality night, July 19,
Gem and Charles Jackson’s
home.

Tampa, FL; Beverly S. Watson, Somerset, NJ.; Winston L.

out,

Smith, Jacksonville, FL; Bar-

PIFA is an innovative means to
tap both Africans’ business initiatives, and Americans’ inter
est in seeing African economies develop with their sup-

port. OPIC is pleased to sup-

port PIFA.”-

shared with other family mem

Cook

July

20,

Coehadjoe Park.
Banquet Dinner, July 21,
Greater Hopewell M. B.
Church Fellowship Hall.

The seven children are:

Ocala, FL; Clarence E. Smith,

bara S. Wells, Plainfield, NJ;
19 grands, 23 great grands, 5

great great grands.

United Theological Seminary
and
Bible College
Extention Ocala, Florida
Second Bethlehem Baptist Association

Dr. Fred Maeweathers, sr., center Director/Moderator
Dr. O. van Pinkston, Moderator Emeritus

Dr. B.F. Martin, President
352-351-5029 or 352-237-5215
FAX: 352-369-0998

also providing technical assistance to PIFA.
OPIC President and CEO,

Affordable Caskets Make Affordable Funerals.

40%-60%
OFF
Funeral Price

(352)732-8355
2201 SW College Rd. Suite 13 * Ocala

B.

Church, Guest Minister - Rev.
Winston L. Smith, the
youngest son of Mrs. Pearl and

small businesses in Africa. The
African Development Bank is

&alhwia, Of

M.

tions of Mrs. PearI B. Smith,
and the late Mr. James V.
Smith, deemed this reunion a

Dr. C.T. wright

by the late Reverend Leon H.
Sullivan’s International Foun-

Revival”

the gifts of the Spirit in opera-

OCALA - Five genera

PIFA).
PIFA, established last year

Revival Time!
Revival Time!

through dreams, open-eye
visions, audible voices, and

By Jim Thorpe

sors for the exhibition. For
more information, call (352)

of the World and Live Oak
Foundation are the lead spon

frequently

The Smith Family
Reunion - July 19*22

and supporters at the museum.
‘This exhibition provides all

“Community

Dr. Harriet T. Hawkins,
General Chairman, Dr. Dory
Lingo, Co-chairman, Dr.
Bertha Sneed, State President.

me

very strong mental impressions. The Comforter is real!
However, God’s written Word

44th birthday. In many
respects, I have beat the odds
stacked against black men
aged 25-44, in that I don’t have
AIDS, I don’t have prostate
cancer, and I haven’t been
killed by a white police officer
or a member of my own race
in a black-on-black crime. I
have the Holy Spirit to thank

. tively Februaiy through April.
The Colonnades: On Top

Floridians with a wonderful
opportunity to see some truly

Sally’s Beauty Supply Company as a Corporate Member.

Another Million Dollar
First For Rev. Sullivan’s
Work In Africa -- ---------

Appleton Museum has become in the arts community”,
DAlemberte said during a
gathering of Appleton friends

magnificent works of ait.”

Is Cwryone'g

and The Graduating Classes

to

truth.' The Lord honored my
request and filled me with His
Spirit, with the evidence of
speaking in tongues and with

spirits). Every day has not been
“Sunday” since the Lord saved

tion to what an outstanding
museum the Appleton is,” .

ing a team, call 368-9622.
****

Williams, August 6th; Abraham Shelton, August 9th.

speaks

comes and hosted by The
Orange Blossom Cosmetolo
gists’ Association, Tampa, FL.

this exhibition will call atten-

Dassance said.
The AGO exhibition wiIl

August 2nd; Mrs. Nora Shelton, August 5th; Michelle

to enter my adulthood without
the Spirit of the Lord in my life

tion (i.e., the gift of prophecy
and the gift of discernment of

The National Beauty Culturists League also welcomed

me and talk with me along
life’s narrow way. God has

been good to me and He

N.B.C.L., Inc., was wel

between FSU and CFCC has
allowed us to do some incredi
ble things at the Appleton, and

September. The museum,
which is calling the exhibition

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
GREETINGS

a-way, The National Institute
of Cosmetology Program for
obtaining a B.S., masters and
Doctorate Degree, Chosen
lOO’s of N.B.C.L., Youth for
Beauty, Jr. Executive Board

Joining D’Alemberte in
the the announcement of the
exhibition were Central Florida Community College Presi
dent Charles Dassance; FSU
Dean of the School of Visual
Arts and Dance Jerry Draper;
and Ocala Mayor E.L. Foster.
The unique partnership

For more information, includ
ing those interested in sponsor-

Happy birthday greetings
go out to Lillian McDonald,

Hospice Patient Care vol-

L-R: Glass, Bryant, Lingo, Joseph, Sneed and Raymond.
Kneeling: Dr. Harriet Hawkins, General Chairman

Dr. wanda J. Nelson

for that. These are the very reasons why, at 17,1 wanted the
Spirit of the Lord to walk with

teenth birthday. I did not want

to lead and guide me into all

unteers area of choice. New
class will begin August 9,

Apartments for Senior Citi-

with Rev. Albert Hadden in
charge of worship service.
Welcome and Occasion was
stated by Bro. Nathaniel
Woods; Devotional Praises
(Prayer & Scripture) Deacons

received the baptism of the
Holy Ghost on this date in
1975, a week before my eigh-

volunteer.
Volunteers are placed close
to home to the best of the ability of the staff and in the vol-

ation came from Deacon
Matthew and Deaconess

was Mt Ararat Metropolitan
Missionary Baptist Church

August 1,2001, will be my
26th anniversary in the Lord, I

Monday & Tuesday Evenings 6:30-9:30 p.m.
saturday 8:00-10:15 a.m.
Satellite Putnam Hall, Florida at the Abilene Baptist church
Thursday Evenings 7:00-9:00 p.m. & Saturday 5:00-8 00 p m
Offering Degrees in Theology & Religious Education
Masters Program

Located At:
1105 Northwest 4th Street, Ocala, Florida 34475
Main Campus in Monroe, Louisiana
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North Central Florida
Frank. Pinkston: The
Father of Head Start In
Marion County
The program consisted of
91 teachers, all degreed and
state certified. The program

was a complete success, de
spite the fact that Rev. Pinkston
was hospitalized at Shands
Hospital, in Gainesville, for a
while that summer and under
went brain surgery for the
removal of a tumor situated on
his pituitary gland. Though the
neurosurgeon’s
prognoses

were very dismal, Pinkston
made a full recovery and

Rev. Frank G. Pinkston, Sr.
By Daniel Banks
OCALA - The very first
Head Start program in Marion
County began under the briIIiant auspices of the late Reverend Frank George Pinkston,
Sr., and was locally headquartered at Matthews-Scippio
Academy, formerly situated on
S.W. Fifth Street, in Ocala, FL.

Matthews-Scippio was a huge,

three-storied, religious, private
school, replete with dormitories and was owned and operated by the Church of God by

Faith, Inc., located on S.W.
Fort King Street, in Ocala.
Matthews-Scippio Academy

was named for Bishop Aaron
Matthews, Sr., and Bishop
Nathaniel
Scippio,
two
prelates of the Church of God
by Faith.

.

hinds. Those sites ranged in

size from 19 classrooms to two
classrooms.)
Since no bus transportation
was available, parents rallied
to the rescue and used their private vehicles to get children
back and forth to school each
day and to varied field trips to
places like the Nehi Bottling
Plant, the Seven-Up Bottling'
Company, the bank, the airport, Ross Allen’s Reptile
Institute, the fire station, the
Public Library on Silver
Springs Blvd., the local jail, the
Silver Springs Museum, the

Marion Theater, Jensen’s
Dairy, Hampton’s Pool, the
Florida Telephone Company,
Castro Farms, the post office,
the Deer Ranch, Carriage Calvalcade, Paradise. Park (a-seg-.

In March of 1965, Rev.
Pinkston, then 29 years old,
applied to the Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) in
Washington, DC, for a federal
grant to operate seventeen (17)
Head Start sites in Marion
County. An initial grant of
$142,000 was received from
the federal government to

operate the program under the
Economic Opportunity Act.
According to the project’s

assistant director, Mr. Herbert
S. Coleman, an additional
grant of $139,000 was re-

regated section of the SiIver
Springs attraction), and Union
Station.
Parenting classes met daily
from 9am to 12 noon at
Matthews-Scippio Academy.
Courses included sewing, knit-

ting, crocheting, embroidery,

and tatting. The late Charles
Parker, an instructor at Hampton Junior College, and other
Industrial Arts teachers who
worked in the Marion County

School System, built some of
the classroom furniture. Some
of the pieces made were rock-

returned to resume his duties
with his beloved Head Start
Project. He died eight years
later, at age 37, of a sudden and
massive heart attack.
The Marion County
School Board acquired the

in 1968, by the local school
board; on April 21, 1965, the
Ocala Star-Banner printed an
article stating, “This is thefirst

ing boats, climbers, tables and
skateboard.
The adult class at Mcln-

funds through the War on

students. The actual enroll-

tosh met each Tuesday and
Thursday night at 7:30pm.

Poverty progrant About onethird ofother Florida counties

ment fell a little short of 1,786
students served in the eightweek summer program.

They made dolls and doll furniture, stuffed animals, teddy
bears, and even doll houses.

have applied for aid. ” In yet
another Ocala Star-Banner

(Today, thirty-six years later.
Head Start, housed by Child-

Also, clothes and shoes were

ceived later. The Head Start
projected enrollment, as re-

ported by the Ocala Star-Ban
ner, in June of 1965; was 2,300

hood Development Services,
Inc., serves 611 students at 38

centers in Marion and Citrus

Counties.) Besides the Matthews-Scippio site, classes
were also established at Madi
son Street Elementary, Jones
Elementary, Stanton, Silver

bought and made for the chil
dren by a community mobilized for action.
During the summer pro

By Florence Williams Ray

ment in her many books.

is not in our hands, we should
cooperate in every way possi

OCALA-Idella Parker, a
local author who worked for
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings for

Idella Parker stayed with
Rawlings through good and
bad times in her career and

ble. This indisputable documentation establishes Pinkston

10 years during the l940s as
cook, housekeeper, and com-

as the county’s original innovator of Head Start!
Pinkston pastored Mt.
Moriah Baptist Church for a

panion, participated in the 5th
annual ‘Writing the Region”

marriage. At times, she was
one of the author's closest confidante. Idella explains how
she had to leave Rawlings after
it became increasingly difficult

time and in so doing, was once
Mildred Boynton’s minister.
How “coincidental” it is that
the new Head Start site named
for her is located on Frank G.
Pinkston Memorial Highway!

Pinkston was the son of the
Rev. O.V. and the late Amelia
Pinkston of Silver Springs, FL.
He graduated from Howard

Academy in 1953 and matric
ulated to Virginia Union Uni
versity where he earned a
Bachelor of Arts degree in
English and a Master of Theology degree, in 1961. Pinkston

program in 1966. CDS acquired it sometime later, and
the rest is history. I am told that
members of the school board taught and coached athletics at
at the time said that there was Howard High School (now
no way they were going to let Howard Middle School) and
a bunch of “niggers” handle after being forced out of the
those kinds of federal dollars public school system because
and they not be a part of it. As of his stand on civil rights,
you might recall, Ocala was a became headmaster at Mattvery segregated society in hews-Scippio Academy. This
1965.
great man served as president
On May 18,1965, howey- of the local chapter of the
er, President Lyndon Johnson NAACP and was assistant
announced plans to give a half pastor to his father at Covenant
million of the nation’s poor Baptist Church on Broadway
children a “head start” that until his untimely death, in
summer with the awarding of 1973. Pinkston was married
federal grants to local Head and the father of (wo. From
Start programs. The Economic this time forward, he will be
Opportunity Act was enacted • known as “the father of Head
in 1964. We can take confi- Start in Marion County.”
dence in knowing that the
(Resources include the
Mat hews-Scippio Head Start Ocala Star-Banner, the TriProj xt began at the same time County Challenger, Head Start
othe • programs did around the Newsletters from Matthewsnation! In fact, state officials at Scippio Academy, Western
the ime were quoted in the Union, and personal interlocal newspaper declaring that views with Ann PinkstonMarion County had the laigest Haile, Erma D. Rush, Herbert
Head Start program in Florida! S. Coleman, Thelma Parker,
As to the confusion over Sonji Franklin, and' Dorsey
CDS records stating that Head Miller, Ph. D. Cynthia Gra-

Start began in Marion County

time any interests in Marion
County has appliedforfederal

article, dated June 1, 1965,
then Superintendent of Instruc

Workshop held July 25-29,
2001 at Gainesville’s historic
.Thomas Center and at Rawl-

ings’s home in nearby Cross
Creek.
Idella Parker is the author
of “Idella: Marjorie Kinnan
Rawlings’s Perfect Maid” and
“Memories From Reddick to
Cross Creek”. Here she
describes what life was like for
blacks in the rural South in the
early years of this century. She
talked in more intimate details
of her years with Rawlings.
She spoke without frills about
life with the regions most
famous writer. She painted a

The late Dr. E. E. Lamb and
the late Dr. N. H. Jones, Nurse
Harris, and other health care
professionals saw them. Dr. L.
R. Hampton performed dental

view-Santos, Reddick, Dunnellon, Citra, Weirsdale,
Blitchton, Summerfield, and

screens and treatments. Students were immunized and
received hearing, speech, and

other communities. (Another
Ocala Star-Banner article,
dated June 1,1965, establishes
the fact that Pinkston rented 10

vision screens.
The program’s required
10% match (non-federal

school sites from the local

share) was realized in four
weeks with an astounding sur

school board with federal

plus.

Licensed:
BOB HOPE, WILBERT PRINCE,
ARTHUR GRAY, FELIX WOODS

LOS ANGELES - When
Roosevelt Roby, CEO of an
international trade company
listened as the Director for the

National Minority Business
Development Agency Ronald

Langston announce a once-ina-lifetime program being of
fered by the government at a
recent Iuncheon held by Los
Angeles Mayor Richard Riordan, he realized this was the
opportunity for members of
his company to make millions’
of dollars.

ham contributed with research
assistance.)
I am also sponsoring a
recognition service in honor of
Frank Pinkston and all teachers, students, parents, support
staff, community volunteers,
family, and friends of the
Matthews-Scippio Head Start
Project of 1965. It will be held
at the St. Paul AME Church,
located 718 N.W. Seventh
Street, in Ocala, on September
James D. Sykes is the pastor.

members, “While the program

me at (352) 680-0283.

Maijorie Rawlings’ life, telling
in more ultimate details, the
struggle the author had with

Idella Parker
vivid picture of Rawlings as
she journeyed back to the days

author of ‘The Yearling” in
1939. Rawlings moved to
Cross Creek in 1928. She suc

when Rawlings lived, wrote,
and entertained at Cross Creek.
Marjorie Kinnan Rawlings

cessfully expressed her love
and understanding of Florida’s

was a Pulitzer Prize winning

human and physical environ-

her work, relationships and her
health. This book is significant
in giving a first hand account
of black struggle in the 20th
century.

Already a successful entrepreneur and self-made millionaire, Mr. Roby, founder of the

World Business Exchange
Network (wbe.net), an online
trade association, set out for
Washington, DC for the fifth
time to confer with the Depart
ments overseeing this funding.
“The World Business
Exchange Network has thousands of members that could
be helped by the Working
Capita! Program. Small business owners should be aware
that there is money just sitting
around that can be used
towards minority businesses
directly funded by the Govemment,” said Roby.
For the first time in history
the government has made it
possible for the small business
to have access to the same
technology and resources as
the huge conglomerates.

L-R: Ronald Langston
and Roosevelt Roby

Any business owner can
qualify for these funds through
a process called the Export
Working Capital Program

(EWCP). It offers loans guar
anteed through the Small Business Administration. The only
requirement is to be a business
owner with a contract with a
foreign buyer of American
goods.
“We have the foreign buyers in,our data base right now
with these contracts ready to
20, Mv only goal is to make

my members rich, and by the
government financing funds to
the SmalI Business Adminis-

tration for American exporters,
finally the American dream
can be attainable to minorities
as well.”

For more information
about the World Business
Exchange Network you can
call 1-8000535-7347 or con
tact the web site at
www.wbe.net. Or the Small
Business Administration af 1800-827-5722.

Please Support]
OurPaper By
Supporting Our
Advertisers’'
Thank You.

Ceiling Fan & Lighting
See our huge selection today!

Sharp
uprigbj

1991

WANTED:
Senior Citizens

sggos
Includes
Attachments

Reg. $189.95

•12' Hose
• Upholstery Tool
• crevice Tool • Floor Tool
• Dusting Brush
• 2 wands

Bravura Deluxe 52”
Fan Only

Music Lessons
❖ Piano ❖ Organ ❖ Keyboard

30% OFF LAMPS

For Fun, Relaxation, & Medicinal
Purposes Join Our “Learn To Play”
Easy Beginner 10 Week Music Classes

$9995

$1995

No musical background needed • No instrument required

Aspen 52”

Fulfill A Lifelong Dream -

White Only

Learn To Play The Organ!

CRYSTAL RIVER

MUSIC, INC.

AfroS • ReguIar CutS
FadeS • DeSigner CutS
Drawing CutS • $7.00 & Up

glimpse into the later years of

For more information, call

Anybody Could Cut Your Hair, But Could

SpeciaIizing In:

Idella’s second book
■‘From Reddick to Cross
Creek” offers a unique

1,2001, at 4pm. The Rev. Dr.

tion, John Seay, is quoted as
having said to school board

"ClrnaMnati Jtorher j^hnp'

Anybody Give You What You Want?

to live with her. At this time
Rawlings was obviously
addicted to alcohol and suffering from bouts of depression.

Government Opens Purse To
Minorities For The First Time In
History - ------------------ --------------------

gram, each child received a
urinalysis and a tuberculin test.

Springs, Cotton Plant, McIn
tosh, Flemington, Sparr, Belle-

306 SW Broadway
OcaIa, FL 34475

Local Author Speaks At RaWlings
Workshop------------------------------------

Fan a light

t

4 Days Only

Citrus Lighting • vac C Ceiling Pans

6160 SW SR 200 • Ocala • Jasmine Plaza 2

352-861-8009

Reg. $199

Ik

1

8449 SW SR 200
(Friendship Center)
Next to On Top of The World

854-0018
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U.S. Marine corps ReceiVes Top Honors At Bus
The 2001 NAACP ConVention------------------- Fares

To
Increase
CLEARWATER - The

by Frances N.

Pinellas Suncoast Transit
Authority PSTA) will imple-

\

Pinckney

ment a fare adjustment on

Sand And Suri And
Seniorship -

Sunday, August 5, 2001. Ris
ing fuel and insurance costs are
the catalysts for this first rate
increase in six years for the

Major General Leo. V. williams III (right), one of
the highest ranking African Americans in the U.S.
Marine Corps, is congratulated by NAACP
President and CEO Kweisi Mfume at the
Exhibitor's Award Reception at the 92nd NAACP
Annual Convention in New Orleans. The U.S.
Marine Corps was awarded the Exhibitor's Award
for its long-standing commitment to the NAACP.

NAACP President and CEO Kweisi Mfume (center) congratulates the
United States Marine Corps at the Exhibitor's Reception at the 92nd
NAACP Annual Convention in New Orleans. The U.S. Marine Corps was
awarded the Exhibitor's Award for its long-standing commitment to the
NAACP. Major General Leo V. williams III (second from right) said the
Marine Corps partnership with the NAACP is significant because "we are
both committed to using leadership as a vehicle to enhance and empower
our communities."

agency.
This change will not affect
all fare categories. The regular
cash fare for the Route 100X
along with multi-ride passes

used on the regular route network such as the 7-Day, 31Day Full Fare and Reduced
Fare, and 20 Ride Route 100X
Premium Fare GO Cards will
not be affected. Children five
years and under (up to three
children per paying adult) will
still ride free (except on the
Route 100X due to special
funding).
Under the new fare schedule the following will change:
• Full Cash Fare - $1.25

Sergeant Major James witherspoon, Jr. (center)
shares a moment with fellow noteworthy Marines
following his awarding of the NAACP Roy
wilkins Renown Service Award. The award
salutes American military personnel in uniform
who continue the struggle for equality in the
Armed Services.

Singer/Actor Tyrese (center) greets the United States Marines at the 92nd
NAACP Annual Convention's Exhibitor's Award Reception in New Orleans.
The United States Marine CorpS was awarded the exhibitor's Award for its
long-standing commitment to the NAACP.

Advanced Health
Vendors, Performers Are
Invited To Apply For tool Chiropractic Holds
Times FestiVal OS Reading Food Drive---------ST.PETERSBURG-The

festival. Entertainers that offer

Reading has become one of

2001 Times Festival of Reading is now accepting applica

children’s programming espe-

the country’s premier book
fairs and attracts a diverse

tions for food and book vendors for the ninth annual event,
which will take place Novem
ber 10 and 11 on the campus of
Eckerd'College in St. Peters

buig. '

cially are encouraged to apply.
All performers and performing
groups will receive stipends.
The deadline for applica

tions is Friday, August 31.
Additional information, is
available by calling the Festive

Musicians, dancers, poets,
puppeteers, storytellers and
actors are also needed for the

Coordinator, Wendy Wesley at

three outdoor stages during the

The Times FestivaI of

(727) 892-2358 or on-line at
www.festivalofreading.com.

TAMPA - Dr. Ramona
Advanced

All food will be donated to

Health Chiropractic located at
2802 E. Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr., Blvd., Suite C,
Tampa, FL 33610, is partic
ipating in a food drive to feed
the hungry. You will receive 15
minutes of massage for every

the Salvation Army. Donations
will be accepted for the next 2

Valentine

crowd of more than 20,000
visitors each year. The festival
celebrates the joy of reading
while promoting literacy
through a variety of activities
such as book talks, book

6 cans of food you bring in.

appraisals, book discussions,
story land, and entertainment.

and

weeks beginning 8/3/01.
Appointments are required, so
call now: (813) 231-9688, for
your appointment.

ST. PETERSBURG Volunteers are needed to
work with abused and

mentor
who will spend two to
four hours weekly devel
Become

a

Training, case management,

and monthly

support groups are pro-

neglected first and second
grade
African-

oping a trusting relation
ship by sharing simple

vided.
Men and women 30

American little boys
residing in state foster

activities such as fishing,
reading stories and playing catch.

years and older are need-

homes.

Program, Gulf Coast
Community Care, and
ask for Polly at (727)

ed throughout Southern

538-7460, ext. 3014.
GCCC is a non-prof-

Pinellas County.

it,

Setting an example is not
the main means of influ
encing another, it is the
only means.
—Albert Einstein
***

non-denominational

.

Lawton chiles Foundation Honors
Outstanding Youth Advocates
TALLAHASSEE - The
Lawton Chiles Foundation

Tallahassee.
Tamara Gibson, a junior at

sented the awards to exemplary members of FIorida Stu

with Florida’s anti-tobacco

Development Program Man-

program, aIso contributed to

recently awarded three teens

Flagler Palm Coast High
School in St. Augustine,

dents Working Against Tobac
co (SWAT), a youth-led orga
nization of teens working with
the Florida Department of
Health and dedicated to edu
cating young people about the

the scholarship dollar amount
For more infoimation on the

ager for the Florida Depart
ment of Health, Division of

prepaid Florida college scholarships for their dedication in
fighting tobacco use in their
communities and among their
peers. The awards were
announced at the Teen Tobacco Summit, 4 held last month

in Orlando, FL.
The Lawton Chiles Foundation was established in 1998

to continue the efforts of the
former Florida Governor in his
dedication to improving the
lives of children in the state.
Heather Scott, a senior
from Wewahitchka High

School, received top honors
and a four-year scholarship.
Heather has been a member of
SWAT since its inception in

1997 and has held positions

that include regional chair and
vice-chair of the tobacco-free
partnership in her county.
Heather’s involvement in

received a two-year prepaid
scholarship. Tamara has been
involved in SWAT for over
three years and is currently the
organization’s state chair.
Ashley Norman, a junior at
Spruce Creek High SchooI in
New Smyrna Beach, received
a $1000 savings bond. Ashley
has also been with SWAT

since its start and has held posi
tions that include county repre
sentative and state vice-chair.
Honorable mention was
received by Thomas Philpot, a
junior at Pensacola High

School. Amy Nesbitt, a sophomore at Holmes County High
School in Bonifay, and Manit

Madcian, a senior at Western
High School in Fort Laud

erdale.
For the third year in a row,
the Chiles Foundation has pre-

Award recipients were
chosen by a paneI of judges
tasked with ranking applicants
on their history of work within
the organization, leadership
qualities and essay submissions. Nearly 50 SWAT members applied for the schoIarships with the prerequisites
that they be a junior or senior
in school, a participating member of SWAT and maintain at
least a 2.5 GPA.

Crispin.

Porter

Florida A&M University in

WOODIES
HAT BOX

&

Bogusky, Sonshine Commu-

nications and Scholastic Inc.,
three organizations working

mother who recently suc-

result of tobacco exposure.
Currently, she plans to attend

Health Awareness and Tobacco at (850) 245-4444 ext.
2461.

655 Central Ave.
Phone 823-0823

Beach, listening to the soothing “surf songs” of the emerald
green water. The good Lord

year!
“Hello, Hello,” I hear as I
walk along the beach. A man,
slight of build with a beard

approaches me. “I am a
Wanna-Be-Writef ’, he said as
he handed me a piece of paper.

is Now. Enjoy fully”. I say,

• Student Reduced Cash
Fare - $.75

vices. I liked very much my

Writer!”
I am fully enjoying my
“Now and Here I am” grand-

The fare for PSTA’s
Demand Response service

will also increase. A single ride
will now cost $2.50 per trip.

And, for convenience patrons
can purchase the lO-Ride

Demand Response Punch
Ticket for $25.00. The dis
count for bulk token purchases
over 600 units is also being
modified. Students are required to show a PSTA issued
photo ID to pay the student
reduced cash fare, and will no

es are more sensitive than
those previously used and do
not accept pennies, slugs, or

foreign coins.
Passengers with questions
should call the PSTA InfoLine

(727) 530-9911.

PC USerS
Club Meeting
TAMPA - 'The South
Tampa PC Users Group

announces that a new meeting
place has been obtained at
CompuUSA, 701 N. Dale
Mabry Hwy, next to Borders
Book Store.
A guest speaker wiIl dis-

cuss home use for the comput

dangers of tobacco use and the
manipulative tactics of the
tobacco industry.

SWAT was inspired by her

cumbed to throat cancer as a

Chiles Scholarships and the
SWAT youth recipients, please
contact Kim Newsome, Youth

write my first column this

Department of Children and
Families/Aging & Adult Ser-

should note that change is not
provided. Patrons are reminded that since the new farebox-

social service agency.

skies and swirls of white
clouds. I have walked for an
hour along Treasure Island

her genius and inspiration to

Unlimited Ride GO Card $1.50

of $5, and $1 bills; patrons

To volunteer, contact
The Permanency Support

a victim of neglect. I have been
searching for my muse; I need

• Daily Full Fare Unlimited Ride GO Card - $3.00
• Daily Reduced Fare

• Special Citizen Reduced
Cash Fare - $.60

dated their farebox system.
This new state-of-the-art technology allows for acceptance

Volunteers Needed

It is mid-moming, the sun
is high in the sky shining
brightly beneath dark blue

surely has lent His mighty
power to the surging waters,
strong, foamy waves breaking PIease read this and remember
upon the shore. The sound is me. “Thank you”, I stammystical musical healing; the mered with surprise. “Hello
sight spectacular, a vastness of Miss Muse”, I thought as I
read the writing on the paper;
wonder.
It has been a little over six “Eternity is not in the future, it
months since I retired from the is an ongoing Now. And Now

longer be eligible for reduced
fare GO Cards.
Recently, PSTA also up

NEWS DEADLINE IS 4PM MONDAY

“The Lord on high is transition from full time workalmightier than the noise of ing woman to retiree had me
many waters, yea, than the clamoring to do so many
mighty waves of the sea.” things that I’d longed to do;
consequently writing became
Psalm 93:4

work with disabled adults and
senior citizens, and for a time

“Amen to that, Mr. Wanna-Be-

while I worked, I fully met the
criteria of senior Citizenry.

son, Dallan. I take him to sum-

Indeed I was a “Senior serving
Seniors”. I felt grateful and

week. We pray before we

humble to be able to do the job.
Often I was older than the
client, especially in the dis
abled adult category. And didn’t I feel flattered when on
occasion a client would warn
me, “Just wait until you get

mer camp mornings during the

leave the house; taking turns.
His prayers are carry-overs
from Yvonne Reed Christian
School which he attends. He is
very somber and serious when
he prays and embellishes with
enthusiasm: “Please Lord let
us be safe at Bowling today

old and have aII the aches and

and Jet us all make strikes,

pains that I have”, and of
course I responded consoling
ly, “Age is just a number, you
are as young as you allow
yourself to feel”. Not always a
good response because many
of them said they felt rotten all

Amen”.
I have easily fit myself into
the sphere of retirement and
seniorship. Absence of employment or occupation does
not equate idleness or bore

of the time.
The Prophet Kahil Gibran
said, “...if... you must measure
time into seasons encircle all of
the other seasons ...” I shall
follow his words of wisdom
when years count me “old”.
Reaching back to the springtime of my life to stay young at
heart will be my mission. My
daughter, Carole Ann says,
“Ma, you will still be doing situps at age 80.” I hope! I am

dom in my life; rather it
affords me opportunity and

plenty of time to pursue my
passions, writing and reading. I
have spent days without television, reading novels and short
stories by William Faulkner,
the Agony and Ecstacy of Fic
tion writers - a challenging
exercise for the brain! And

then there are my sand and surf

days, and of course, time to
spend with my significant
other, Sam; who is accepting

taking yoga classes with
seniois of various ages at The

his initiation into seniorship
reasonably well - got his

Seniois’ Sunshine Center. I am

AARP card!
“Rest is the sweet sauce of

filled with admiration of those
who are older but’ determined
to meet the challenge of living
a fit and healthy life.
When I retired I proclaimed that I would write up a
storm, but I have written very
little this year. Somehow my

labor”, so said Plutarch. The
sauce tastes pretty good. I’m
tasting it aplenty; finding it
UmmUmmgood!

er.
Information at e-mail
sicape@AOL.com or 8394272. All welcome.”

The two foes of human happiness are pain and
boredom.
—Arthur Schopenhauer

• "Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change"

The first father and son to serve together in the Senate
were Henry Dodge of Wisconsin and his son Augustus Caesar
Dodge of Iowa. They served together from 1848 until 1855.

OPERATION PAR
SELF-SUFFICIENCY
PROJECT
PAR provides substance abuse and men
tal health services for families who
receive cash assistance or are low income
families. Services are offered at no cost to
individuals and are confidential. Services
are available to adults and children.
For more information,
contact Gerald Syrkett
At 727-893-5438
Crack Cocaine Kills People and
Shatters Lives

• Custom V/axing & Detailing

CAR WASH
quiklube
tt

• We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!
• 24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

220 ■ 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

327-1900

DETAIUNG
CENTER

8:30 Io 5:30 Monday ■ Saturday

SINCE 1958

FULL
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE

THE . "FRESH 1
! WORKS! j 'N SHINE"j

r

SAVE $2°°

1
1

1
1

Polish Wax, Blue 1
Coral Poly Sealant, Air
Freshener, & Wheel-Brite

1
I

514.00 : $u.5o :

’27.99
j

™'

FULL
7
SERVICE
CAR WASH

SAVE $25° i SAVE $2°°! SAVE sl°°
I FULL
SERVICE
|
Soft Cloth Car
car WASH

| Car Wash, JJatCorii
30 pt. Oil Change &
1000 TriToam Wax System
Safety Check
Under chassis Spray &
Includes Oil, Filter,
Rust Inhibitor, Wheel Brite,
Lube, visual Inspect., Armorall Tires, &
PLUS "Free Full Service
Air Freshener
Car Wash"

Plus Tax • (Reg. $29.99)
Coupon EXPIRES 8/10/01

____ "T"

mm

Plus Tax • (Reg-. $16.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 8/10/01

j

Plus Tax • (Reg. S13.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 8/10/01

Wash, Vacuum
Interior, Windows
Cleaned, Dash
Dusted, Exterior Towel
Dried & Detailed

$9.95
Plus Tax • (Reg. $10.95)

’

Coupon EXPIRES 8/10/01
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The Legacy

from pg. 1

With

The Black Press believes that America can
best lead the world away
from racial and antagonisms when it accords to

titles -were his everyday
friends. Making someone
eIse happy was what he
considered excitement. A
man with a will of steel, a
determination so incredi

every man, regardless of
race, color or creed, his
human and equal rights.
Hating no man, fearing no

bly strong, it would sometimes make you wonder.
Our fearless leader, as

man, the Black Press
strives to help every man
in the firm belief that all
are hurt as long as they are
held back.

Mary calls him, frequently
exchanged a dimpled smile
that others would tease him

about. There was a gentle
side to this man about

Problems of the com-

town, charismatic and funloving, hospitably enter-

munity were addressed to a

great extent with his usage
of 'The Pen is Mightier

taining and always eager to
help out where he could.

than the Sword.' Through
the stories told in the

He was a people pleaser
and an everyday teaser
who dressed impeccably
for success, dapper than

Weekly Challenger, hous-

ing issues have been the
topic of discussion, job

any model from an exclusive department store.

programs, public health
issues, recreational facili

The
lenger

ties, small business men
and women struggling to

Weekly Chal
staff
strongly

demonstrates

become successful, politi-

enormous

strength and courage to
continue to build awareness on the impact of

cal issues led headlines,

police relations, education

ty can be seen and felt in

every issue.
During the long illness
of Cleveland Johnson,
founder and publisher, the
production of the paper has

way in which we will continue to reach the thou
sands of homes and readers

interested individual or
individuals, according to
his wife, Ethel.

every Thursday.
We will remain committed to the community
and will continue to work

Weekly Challenger if nec

essary - you have answered
the call. Because of you,

ty colorful copy, in honor
of Cleveland Johnson and
all of those who have gone
before us to make this

sing the song, "You Can
Although Johnson had

an extraordinary range of

venues - the Weekly
Challenger will celebrate
your heritage every week.
The pulse of the communi-

friends and acquaintances,
the common man, woman
and child who hold no

Avenue North and l6th Street
North, from 5 until 8pm.
A Bike Rodeo will start at
5pm with free bike helmets for
children who participate. Helmets are limited, so get there

St. Petersburg Police Department invites you to the Annual
National Night Out Event on
TUesday, August 7th at Woodlawn Park, located at 13th

AL

all those he came in contact with, to stand for
themselves, to go out and

earn a living for themselves, remembering to
save a dollar and pay your
bills on time. Johnson was

hardworking and persuasive and expected nothing
less from his employees.
Not only have I known him
as my boss, I have been
able to go to him as a
friend and somewhat of a

our past and present and
future; we will celebrate
our culture and our history.
His spirit will always be

with us and. I believe he
would be proud of how
well we've fared thus far.
Look where God has

brought us from and we're
sure that He'll guide us to
continual success!
Allene Gammage-Ahmed,
Editor

Petersbuig. There is a limited

early.
The Police Auto Theft Unit
will be giving out Anti Theft
Devices to secure your vehicle
better. You must have a Florida

amount.
FREE hot dogs, hambuigers, and sodas.

Be sure to repay this loan

as quickly as possible after you

take it out. Otherwise, the
amount will be deducted from
the face value of your policy
should a claim be made.

For further information:
The Time-Life Book of Family Finance, Carlton Smith et al.

Being that time of the

JULY CELEBRANTS

Was what it was all about
last Saturday, July 28, 2001,
when original Parker family
members and friends came
together for a birthday picnic at
Lake Maggiore Park for July

Birthday Celebrants. Those
whose natal day was in the
month of July names were on
a huge full sheet cake, with
names, Tracey, Alton Jr.,
Gwen, Jebimah, Kitty, Troy,
Earl, Rene, Allison. Mindy,
Nate, Delores, Stephen. The
white cake was decorated in
purple, yeIIow, blue and red.
Henrietta Rowe did the hon

ors, cake cutting.

Treats of the day were: barb-qued ribs, chicken, sausage,
hot dogs, perlo rice, potato
salad, toss salad, tuna macaroni, fried chicken, baked

Was held Sunday, July
29th for Ms. Mabel Peterson

beans. The grills were smok-

whose natal day was the 28th.
She was feted with a birthday
dinner at the home of daughter
Arrie Favors of Kingston
Street South. 3 generations,

ing. Fruit trays, veggie trays,

daughter, grands and great-

sodas all brands.
Next on the agenda was a
fresh fish fry. Last, but not least
in the cooking department,

great grands. Her nephew and

was a crab boil. Crabs were
being eaten all over the place.
Frances Scrubbs stopped

in for the treat, she’s on her
way to Hawaiia for a cruise!
She says! Bon boyage to all.
The Parker’s were host for the
occasion. A donation was
taken up for Nate Parker who,
his aunt Henrietta says - he is a
special nephew, who always
involve himself in everything
thats happening. Hurah for
Nate. Hang in there the fami-

golden corral in Tampa, FL.

wife, Ulyasses and Doris
(Mitchner) motored down
from Daytona Beach, FL. A
great dinner and evening. The

Little Jake Mitchell

91 year ole was given 2 dozen

red and lavender roses, cards,
quiet money and beautiful
love, from her loved ones.

YOU Know
WHATMAN

Soulful and exiting “Little
Jake” Mitchell is having his
CD release party Sunday

Enjoy your long years of longivity.

***

evening at the Elks Lodge.
“Family Reunion Time” on his

ANNUAL FAMILY
GATHERING

golden hit record label. It’s a

Came Smith was host to
her family gathering that is

ly loves you dearly.

held each year in remembrance of her mother, Lelia
Harden and her sister, Mis-

HAPPY

sionaiy Georgie Salter. Other
family members in attendance

BIRTHDAY

sister and from Phila, PA.,

hit going No 1. You need to be
there to see. Three CD’s will

be given to lucky ticket holders, see you.
***
UNTIL NEXT WEEK

JUMP TO IT!

SENATOR DARYL L. JONES
Gubernatorial Candidate (D)

Tuesday, August 28, 2001
12:00 Noon - l:l5pm

St. Petersburg Yacht Club
11 Central Avenue, St. Petersburg

Broadcast Live by Bay News 9
The list of gubernatorial
candidateS
is
getting
longer since Senator Daryl
JoneS, Democratic Leader
Pro Tem, recently declared
his candidacy. Senator JoneS will Share his vision

for Florida, why he should be elected, and why he
thinks he can make it through the primary and take
on Jeb Bush! Tigers, join Senator Jones at the St. Petersburg Yacht Club on
Tuesday, August 28th, and hear first-hand what's been happening in
Tallahassee. Please R.S.V.P. for the event at (727) 822-1001 or e-mail
rsvp@tigerbay.org.

J

Police & Fire vehicles will
be there to view.

Drivers License and live in St.

I- YOU NEED TO KIMC3W,

,
NOW ON SALE!
—r Mads with the finest Where,

.J WsarOateA Carpet looks better
V tonger with unsurpassed quality
and durability, WearOaU-d Carpet
Gorgeous carpet, guaratnleed. And
now for a limitetf time, at!
WesrOated Carpels m on sate at
aftatlabte prices. WeMafeSf
Corpet and the Carpet Stere... it's
all you need to know.

. Mon.-Fri. 8 am-6 pm, j
Sat, 8 ant-5 pm,
J
Closed Sun.

COMMERCIAL
LEVEL LOOP

PATTERN
BERBER

YDUHCHCiCE: . rWEA»W
BERBER or i
FREEDOM
TEXTURE
todays
/ft>m

99

ii

$799

so, yd. i

SW
WEAR-DATED if
‘WONDERFUL0
Aw

CARPET REMNANT
BLOWOUT ». *
12x9*8
.From *48.00

HWWw*’

12x12*5 ........From»es.00
12x16*8 jft.... .FrwrATS.oo

WAwt'
Cotonr

ance for some years now?
Chances are you can borrow
against the security of your
investment in the insurance to
date at rates as low as 4 percent
- check your policy to find out
if it contains such provisions.

upcoming events.

BUY TODAY INSTALL
TOMORROW

tsiS

An Interresting Policy
Been paying into life insur-

goals. Each week we will
continue to share stories of

A*

Isi |
SOI

WAYS TO

STRETCH A DOLLAR

week again, we share newsy
tidbits of past happenings and

WEAR-DATED-CARPET

IT’O

MORE UNIQUE

Americans who are determined to accomplish their

remember

Cleveland

Annual National Night Out
ST. PETERSBURG-The

CELEBRATION

New York. Time Life, 1969.
**

for generations to come
and we are committed to
fulfilling and following in

Make It If You Try."

BIRTHDAY

896-2152

Johnson leaves a great
legacy to all of us and
especially to African-

events that take place in

St. Pete, Sis Carlis Bryant and
family, Sandra Bailey, family
of Benjamin Davis, Randolph
Lee, Chyrel Neal families.
Many other friends joined
in the occasion. Everyone had
a wonderful time dining at the

Sp don't wait on it."

our society.
Yes,

man of brilliance in his
own way with far-reaching
influence that encouraged

significant change for the
better. He'd often jokingly

engage, educate and enter-

Today is here, use it.

Tomorrow may not come,

man who really cared to
share his life, his legacy,

preserve this rich legacy

From
churches
throughout the city and
across the ways, historic
and business districts, the
State Capitol, City Hall
steps, and from a world of
hospitality and musical

maintain its integrity to

Yesterday has gone, forget it

tain the community on

reunions and community
rallies. Johnson was a
champion of the underprivileged and those in finan-

strating how each of us,
like himself, could make a

the Weekly Challenger will

Ernest Fillyau, Sr., Takisha
Fowler, Jeff Mells, Kourtney
Durand McClendon, Shannon
Cooper, Zellener Johnson,
Paul Watkins.

Charles Howard

paper what it is today - a
gift to each of you from a

and society as a whole.
There is a need for us to

foot-

ingness to rally behind the

long and hard to produce

Cleveland Johnson as a
man of determination, a

illuminated

Thanks to the commu
nity for all of its endless
support and for your will

black and white and quali-

African-American culture

those
steps.

become stronger in the
days and weeks to come, it
will remain a Johnson
Iegacy, and the banner of
the Weekly Challenger will
fly high. There are no plans
to offer the business to any

erment as well as social
events including weddings,
birthday parties, family

cial trouble while demon-

The story, the history,
the legacy will continue.
The life of this weekly will

not skipped a beat. We
have not failed to publish
every week - this is what
Mr. Johnson struggled to
maintain, even during his
worst days and this is the

his love.
I
will

civic rights, black empow

big brother who loved to
give tall orders.

Elizabeth Davis, her daughter
Karen Davis and grand daughters, Poshie and Diamond.
Other family members from

August 2, 2001, today Marcus Smith, 3rd thru 8th:

Rambling

« SO, vs.

LDATEDli

“BEBNK
f/wn
Merest
CcdorS

Wendy's has been serving up the world’s favorite
old-fashioned hamburgers for over 30 years

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser

HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?
Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God Given Power to help you

overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene-

mies or rivak; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire; Control or influence a
I
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell'you of lucky
numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happineSS, spellS, success and evil influences of I
all kinds. Tells who your friendS and enemies are. Guarantees to
I was having bad luck, mis
erable and it seemed like

|
I
I
b
I

everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I'm doing fine with
a good home and good man

who loves me.

- Hillary Williams

remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
helped and freed from all your troubles?

and we are still growing!

The BIGGER we get, the
BETTER the Opportunities!
■■

Wendy’s Managers Enjoy: —

■

• Competitive Salary . Bonus Program
•5-Day Work Week
-Paid vacations
• Medical/Dental/Life . stock options
• Prescription Plan
. 401(k) Matching
• Paid Training
. Retirement Savings

Don't fail to call or write to her today.

Now hiring for our locations in

Send Self-Addressed Envelope

Clearwater, Largo, St. Pete & Sun City

ReV. MOther SuperiOr Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609
(813) 874-5581

B rBlBlBlgfialBIBlSlBlBJBlBlBiglBIBlBJBJBlBIBJBJBlBlgIBlBJBlBlglBJBlBlBrBlBlBjgfgjaBiBjgjgigjgjgjgjgjgjgjgjgfgigjgjgjgj @
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Your future can be as exciting as outs, just call:
727-726-6989 x324 • Fax resume: 727-726-7869
E-mail: jodi_coWan@wendys.com

eoe
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Farewell Tribute To Clayton Fillyau

Shouldn’t0
you be in
the most
effective
vehicle
reaching 1
the
AfricanAmerican
Community

Black Pages.,

The Black Community

business directory.

1

DELUXE FISH &
SHRIMP COMBO
PINNER 9.99
6 LARGE SHRIMP
FRESH FM GROUPER
FI LIT
COIESIAW, CORHPOP
PIES
CHOICE OF FRIES OR
RICE

MID PENINSULA lEAFOODMWffl
MARKET & REITAURANT
400 - 49th
k

A

St South

St. Petersburg,

FL

327-S3O9

323-3309
Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM

t

ECHMisi
IrmiHHHBBHl
njO
..SIMPLY DELICIOUS

Sunday .. ■ Gone Fishin'

Bk WHERE THE

LOCALS BUY... FOR. OVER 21 YEARS

The 2002
Edition is
currently
being
prepared.
Don’t get
locked
out...
Contact
the Black
Pages
Today!

The Black Community spends well over
500 billion dollars annually........

The Black Pages is Tampa Bays’
connection to the Black Community
The 2002 edition debuts in February.
Don’t delay. Advertise your business now!

Call Ariel Business Group at:

(813)207-0003
Join the Black Pages Network and have the Black Pages delivered to your home. Memberships

has its privileges.....Call (813)282-3883. Black Pages is a division of Deverger Systems Inc.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Bat Race

Webb’s City
Auditions----PETERSBURG -

ages 16 to 50 years old. Most

The LiveArts Peninsula Foun-

roles require strong singers

dation is seeking performers
for the revival of Webb’s City:
The Musical, which will be
presented at the Mahaffey

and/or dancers.
If you’re interested in audi

ST.

Theater in St. Petersburg,
November 15-24,2001.
Auditions will be held at
the Palladium Theater in St.
Petersburg, Saturday, August
25 and Sunday, August 26
from noon to 6pm. Call-backs
will be held on Monday,
August 27 from 5pm to lOpm.
• We are casting a number of

L-R: Vince Vieluf as Blaine Cody, Seth Green as Duane Cody, Lanai
Chapman as Merrill Jennings, whoopi Goldberg as Vera Baker, John
Cleese as Donald St. Claire, Breckin Meyer as Nick Shaffer, Cuba Gooding
Jr. as Owen Templeton, Rowan Atkinson as Enrico Pollini and Jon Lovitz as
Randy Pear in "Rat Race". Paramount Pictures presents, in association
with Fireworks Pictures, an Alphaville/Zucker Production, the comedy "Rat
Race", directed by Jerry Zucker and featuring an all-star comedic cast (in
alphabetical order): Rowan Atkinson, Dean Cain, John Cleese, Academy
Award winner whoopi Goldberg, Academy Award winner Cuba Gooding
Jr., Seth Green, wayne Knight, Jon Lovitz, Breckin Meyer, Kathy Najimy,
Paul Rodriguez, Amy Smart and Dave Thomas. "Rat Race" is produced by
Jerry Zucker, Janet Zucker and Sean Daniel. Richard Vane and James
Jacks are the executive producers. The original screenplay is written by
Andy Breckman. Paramount Pictures is part of the entertainment operations of Viacom Inc., one of the world's largest entertainment and media
companies, and a leader in the production, promotion and distribution of
entertainment, news, sports and music. The film is MPAA-rated PG-13 for
sexual references, crude humor, partial nudity and language.
LOS ANGELES - Para
mount Pictures presents, in
association with Fireworks

Pictures, an Alphaville/Zucker

Production, the comedy ‘Rat
Race,” directed by Jerry Zucker and featuring an all-star
comedic cast: Rowan Atkin
son, John Cleese, Academy
Award® winner Whoopi
Goldberg, Academy Award®
winner Cuba Gooding, Jr.,
Seth Green, Jon Lovitz,
Breckin Meyer, Kathy Najimy
and Amy Smait. “RatRace”is
produced by Jerry Zucker,
Janet Zucker and Sean Daniel.
The original screenplay is writ
ten by Andy Breckman.
Richard Vane and James Jacks

are the executive producers.
The film is MPAA-rated PG
13 for sexual references, crude
humor, partial nudity and lan-

guage.
“Rat Race” brings together
the talents of some of this

country’s most gifted comedic
actors in an original comedy,
under the direction of one of
the masters of comedy, direc-

tor Jerry Zucker.
“Rat Race” began with a
phone call. As screenwriter

Starling
School
Puts O11
HaWaiian
Luau —
ST. PETERSBURG

-

There will be a Hawaiian Luau
at Starling School and Day

Care#l, 615 28th Street South
on August 3, 2001, Friday 47pm. This affair is open to the

public.
This is a Starling School &
Day Care fund raiser.
For any information please
contact: Karen H. WoIfe,

Andy Breckman recalls,
‘Three years ago the wise
folks at Paramount decided it
was time to revive a longneglected genre: the big-event,
ensemble chase comedy.
There had been a string of
them in l960s-and they were
quite popular-but there hadn’t
been any in awhile.”
Breckman was given a
simple mandate: create six
characters,! hen put them in a
series of funny and bizarre situations. “For a comedy
writer,” Breckman says, “it
was like being given a blank
check!”

supporting, featured and
choral roles, male and females,

Breckman and Zucker have
collaborated in the past, “Rat
Race” marks the first project to
be produced.
With John Cleese, Jon

ST.PETERSBURG-The

American Stage 2000-2001
Mainstage Season celebrating
heritage and family ends with

Visiting Mr. Green, a comedy
by Jeff Baron. Visiting Mr.
Green, directed by Artistic
Director
Kenneth
Noel
Mitchell, runs through August

5,2001.
A Drama League Best

formance in l990s “Ghost”.
“I think that Jerry wanted

And that call came from
director/producer Jerry Zuck-

to work with Whoopi again,
and she wanted to work with

Last Night of Ballyhoo and
Proposals, Mr. Green offers

er.

Jerry again. We felt that she
would bring a combination of

humor as an accessory to its
exploration of family ties.

“A screenwriter only gets
one or two great phone calls a
year-the call from Paramount
was one of them,” Breckman
remembers. “But the best call
came later, after I had completed the first draft.”

Continues
Breckman,
“Jerry contacted me and said
he was considering producing

and directing it.” Though

bers from three of the most
revered comedy troupes in
television history: “Monty
Python”, “Saturday Night
Live” and “SCTV”.
And with the cast of
Whoopi Goldberg and-Cuba
Gooding, Jr., “Rat Race”
marks the first time two
African-American Academy
Award-winning actors have
ever appeared in a film togeth
er.

This also marks the
reunion of Goldberg with Jerry
Zucker, who directed her per-

ducer, Phil James explains,

“African-Americans
now
account for more than half of
new HIV infections in the
country. As Black filmmakers,

tioning, please send your
photo and resume to:
Diana Lucas Leavengood,
General Manager, LiveArts
Peninsula Foundation, 10 First
Street No., Suite 204, St.
Petersburg,
FL
33701;

we felt we had to do something that would really make a
strong impact on people’s
awareness of this disease.”

Visitors to OneWeekTheMovie.com can register their

Livearts200l @cs.com.
We will contact you with
details about audition times
and requirements. Be sure to
include your email address if

answers to the question “What
would you do if you learned

you might be HIV positive
One Week before your wed-

ding?’ Each week, two new
questions will be posted along
with the results of the prior
week’s poll. The site also

you have one!

American Stage
Presents Visiting
Mr. Green -

Play Nominee, Baron’s comedy chronicles the relationship
of two men: Mr. Green, a cur
mudgeonly elderly man firmly
anchored
in
traditional
Judaism, and Ross Gardiner, a
young up-and-comer with
more modem values. The two
are brought together after Ross
strikes Mr. Green with his car
at an intersection, and is then
court ordered to make weekly
visits to Mr. Green’s apaitment. Unlike any of the other
shows on American Stage’s
Mainstage this year, Visiting
Mr. Green explores inteigenerational relationships, as well as
the power of tradition and
familial bonds in this new millennium. In the tradition of The

Lovitz and Dave Thomas,
“Rat Race” features cast mem-

CountdoWn To The Movie One
Week With Online Sex Poll

warmth and humor to the role
and to the movie,” comments
Janet Zucker.

Star 16
FEATURING
DIANE HUGHES: 5am-10am Total Praise M-F. With the best in
inspirational music, news, weather and the Spoken Word.

BONESHAKER: 10am-2pm with your adult favorites and good
conversation to guide you through your midday.

UNCLE DAVE MICHAELS: 2pm-6pm music to bring you home
from your work drive has adult music, traffic and interviews with
St. Pete leaders.

E-SMOOTH: 6pm-9pm the rookie is laid back with a positive
word for all. Sit back and enjoy the music as you wind down
from a long day.

allows visitors to post their
own stories and experiences as
a way of informing and edus • * I at k, till

Show times are as follows:
Wednesday and Thursday
evenings at 7:30pm; Friday

and Saturday evenings at 8pm;
Sunday matinees at 3pm; and
Saturday matinees at 3pm. For
more information, please call
the American Stage Box
Office at (727) 823-PLAY.
American Stage is located at
211 3rd Street South in down-

town St. Petersbuig.

The cream of enjoyment
in this life is always
impromptu. The chance
walk; the unexpected visit; !
the unpremeditated jour
ney; the unsought con- I
versation or acquaintance.
—Fanny Fern !

fuut

«mS«86 SUIO

OrtHo oVellllftn
www.GoseeiiackMovies.com

NEW YORK - OneWeekTheMovie.com
launched July l3th with a ten
week survey that addresses

African-American attitudes
and experiences with sex and
AIDS. The survey’s theme ties
into the movie One Week, a
Iove story about a young man
who learns he might be HTV

positive seven days before his
wedding. The film will open
nationally on October 5th to
coincide with National AIDS
Awareness Month.
One Week co-writers Carl
Seaton and Kenny Young con
ceived of their first film as a
way to combat the growing

3?

problem of AIDS in the black
community. “We originally
thought we would write a

comedy about all the terrible
things that happen to the character as he awaits his test
results,” says Young. “Butthen
after doing research, we real
ized how important this issue
is, so we created an inspirational love story that educates

and entertains.”
Seaton who also directs the
movie and Young who plays
the lead character, hope that

seeing One Week will encour
age Blacks to get tested and
take more precautions in their
personal lives. The film’s pro-

cating others.
One Week was discovered
at the 2000 Acapulco Black
Film Festival where it won
both the audience award for
Best US Film and the Lincoln
Filmmakers Trophy. Festival

producer Jeff Friday launched
Film Life, his new movie mar
keting and distribution company after several Hollywood
studios said no to the film.
“One Week played so well
with the 3,000 plus attendees at
the Acapulco Black Film Festival, that we know it’s going to
be a hit in theaters”, says Friday. Director Robert Townsend agrees, “One Week is a
riveting and poignant story
that will truly entertain you. I
love movies that make you
laugh, make you think and pull
at your heart. One Week does
all of that and more.”

Mac"
Presents

"An Elegant Evening of
Dinner and Dance"
Saturday, August 4, 2001
Dolphin Beach Resort
49OO Gulf Boulevard
St. Petersburg Beach, FL
This event is being presented by MAGJC
PRODUCTIONS as a benefit occasion.
Proceeds front this event will be donated to
The Southside Boys and Girls Club.
Conte and savor the delicious buffet that
has been selected for you and enjoy the
dynamic entertainment of the evening.

Director, Carolyn S. Cloud,
Administrator, Lillian Pace,

Secretary.
Teachers:

Ms.

• TONY CHARLES: 9pm-2am take you back home with your cur
rent favorite blues and greatest old ies.

Sharon

Moore, Ms. Angie Mullen,
Ms. Queen Hams.
Student Aides: Ms. Malissa, Ms. Shay, Ms. Liz.

For ADVERTISING CALL
Donza Drummond, SaLes Manager
727*821-9947
REQUEST LINE 864-1600

Youngsters of Little
League can survive undercoaching a lot better than
.overcoaching.
—Willie Mays

Office: 327-WRXB (9792)
2060 - lst Avenue North, St. Petersburg, FL 33713

Donation $50.00
Tickets are available at Holmes Paragon
Services Qlbos 18th Ave. So.),
896-6789 QMosesJ. For more information
call 866-3831 CAO, or 415-8987 QJoeJ.
Semi-formal Affair
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Mt. Zion Progressive
Greater Travelers9 Rest
Mt. Zion MissiOnary Baptist
Progressive
MBC offers Substance Abuse

in advance. Contact Deacon

Harvey Tookes, (727) 894-

Wiiliam Harris or Deacon

4311, ext. 801.

Freedom Education classes,
each Monday night, 8pm for

Emmanuel Christian

family members of drug or
alcohol abusers. Thursday
nights at 8pm, classes are for
those who are struggling with
addictions. All classes are held

“If you forgive those who
sin against you, your heavenly

School at 9:30am, morning worship at 11:15am,

Father will forgive you. ”

and evening worship service, 6pm. You are invit-

Mt.

Pastor Williams and the
Mt. Zion Church family
invites you to worship with
them on this first Sunday in
August, the 5th. Service begins
at 7:30am and llam. The
Male Chorus will provide the
music. Church school starts at
9:30am.

Mark your calendars now
for Vacation Bible School.
Both you and your youth are
invited to attend Vacation
Bible School starting on Mon-

day, August l3th continuing
through Friday, August l7th.
This is a nightly event from

6pm to 8pm here at (he church.
The Women of Power
Bible Ministry’s Annual
Retreat is just around the cor-

ner. This retreat has been specially planned for adult

women and girls 11 years old

and up. It will be held on Friday and Saturday, August 10th
and llth at the DoubleTree
Guest Suites Hotel, Rocky

Welcome one and all to
our church service on Sunday,

Volunteers and youth who
will be attending the Full

August 5, 200L Rev. D.

Point Drive, Tampa,

Franklin Browne and the Trav-

GospeI Youth Conference in
Melbourne, FL., on August 2-

A Youth Workshop presented by the board of Christian Education, Church School
and Y.P.D. will be held on Sat-

elers’ Rest family welcomes
you to the house of the Lord.

4, 2001 are requested to meet'
at the church at 5pm. For addi

Sunday school begins at

tional information please contact Minister Michael McGee.

urday, August l8th from 8am

until 5pm and Sunday, August
l9th.
Harvest Day meets every
Wednesday at 7pm. All members are asked to come out and
lend your support toward this
effort. The Harvest Day Committee are looking for men
who love to cook and specializing in their favorite dish.
Taste treat with just “men”
chefs on Sunday, August 26th
at lpm in church fellowship
hall.

9:30am followed by morning
worship at llam. Pastor

Browne will preach the morn
ing sermon. Holy Communion
will be served. The Mass
Choir wiII minister to us in
song. Usher Board #1 will
serve as doorkeepers and the

during the 8 and 1 lam services
and church school at 9:30am.
The Praise Team, Concord
Choir, and Usher Board #1 in
charge. Holy Communion will
be observed during both ser-

vices.
Our midweek Bible Study

Conference,

Youth

center of attraction and the
Word of God is preached!

Mel-

greeters. .

Communion Sunday
will be focus of praise

at

worship

ministry

in

Pastoral Ministry along

tions are extended to per-

and

sons who attended the

Ministries

recent "High-Noon" lead-

with

Deacon

Deaconess

on

dine
together
at
Shepherd's
Seafood
Restaurant and Hotel on
Clearwater
Beach.
Following this outing,

ext. 301.
School is almost ready to
begin. Mt. Zion Before &

sacred supper. Members

Saturday. Attendance and

are urged to make a sacri-

participation

very

youth at a sleep-in on

ficial effort to be present

good. Gracious gratitude

on Sunday.
The
ministry

of

provided food for this

Friday night. For additional information, contact Wyvonnia McGee or

church van will be happy to
give you a lift. Pickups are on
Sunday and/or Wednesday.

workshop. The next lead

Y'desha Alsup.

Please try to notify us one day

office.
If you are seeking a church

exhortation through ser-

monic proclamation will

ership gathering will be

home we invite you to unite

be offered by associate

with us. Bethel Metropolitan
offers a kaleidoscope of ministries for all ages and interest.

pastor,

The

is given to members who

held in August.

A church family out-

Reverend

Edward Nesbitt, Jr. Joann

First. Mt. Zion

Nesbitt will lead praise
and

devotion

service.

James Bolden, minister
of music, will coordinate

Afl Nations Church of God By Faith

Transportation is available;
call the church office (327-

3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
327-5926 • 327-2656
Sunday School.........., . . . . . • • ■ • .9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship . . . . . . . . . .......... .11 a.m.
Night Worship .......»... .

.. , • • • • • • ? P*m.

looking forward to our Homebound Service to be held each

Tuesday BibIe Class

5th Sunday. This service
enables those members who

Friday Tarty Service ..................... .... 8 p.m.
Saturday Sabbath SchooI..................... .......... 11 a.m.

..................... .. • • • • • 8 p.m.

The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with

tt

To Start
Fresh New Morning
Service
Stewart-Isom Memorial
327-0593

Bethel Community
Baptist Church
1045 - 16th Street S., St Pete, FL 33712

PHONE: 896-6722

Rev Manuel L. Sykes

Church Services
8:00 a.m. .'..
. Morning Service
9:45 a.m.............................. .Sunday School
11:00 a.m............... ..
.Worship Service
5:00 P.m................. .. /....................... B.T.U.

Services
Sunday School ........... ,........ 8:45 a.m.

"The LiTTLE Church Where
Everybody Is Somebody"

Worship Service

..................... 10 a.m.

Prayer Services

....Wed., 6:30 p.m.

Bible Study........... Wed., 7:30 p.m.

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL

Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida
Sunday Worship SerVice: 8:45 A.M.

Schedule of services

9:00am
7:00pm

Church School...................................................... 9:30 a.m.

Sunday School10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

Morning Worship......................................................11 a.m.

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

WANTED
Gospel Musicians

1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor

Rev. Johnnie Lee williams, Pastor

Thomas Sheeley.

The Family That Prays
Together Stays Together

Missionary Baptist ChurCh

Wednesday Prayer Meeting.............. .... 8 p.m.

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838

was

Prayers are out to the
Range family, also, Deacon

members, co-woikeis to worship with us, at 1948 49th
St. South for Sunday

care most school holidays.
CCC certified. For rates and

are homebound or in nursing
homes that have special needs,
to be able to attend church service. For additional information please call the church

session

served in the morning worship
service.
Let us continue to pray one
for the other. Our prayers are

many friends, and family

drop off to school each moming and afternoon, early pickup on half days, and all day

young adults will host

ership

be

were reminded.
On the first Sunday in
August, the family of with Sis. Elouise Lindsey, durEmmanuel encourage their ing her hour of sorrow.

gram designed for elementary
school children, ages 5-13. For

13 is now accepting applications. We offer pickup and

give

will

today. We were blessed as. we

will take place on Friday
evening
at
6:00pm.
Members and friends will

Nesbitts

His way.
Communion

for those interested in this pro-

worship.

The

ed to clap your hands,
shout and let God have

applications are now available

After Care program for ages 5-

The

service.

giveness with our families, to
restore the love in the family of

ing for seafood and fun

music.
Christian commenda-

moming

Murphy. (727) 866-1297.
Before and After Care

all music offerings for
will

New

Day at Emmanuel, the Missionary reminded us on for-

rates and info, call Jannett
Smith, Monday-Friday, and
9am-5pm, (727) 894-4311,

New Philadelphia

growth of the entire family.

us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer
Weds.-Family Worship

home, we invite you to unite
with our fellowship. We are
the church where Christ is the

Matthew 6:14.
On Family and Friends

in the Genesis building. For
more information contact AJ.

info call Jan Smith, Monday• Friday, 9am-5pm, ext. 402.
Need a ride to church? The

(NBC) and Prayer service on
Wednesday at 7pm are
designed for the spiritual

0554) if you have a need.
The Missionaiy Society is

office at 8224869 by noon on
Saturday.
If you are seeking a church

Choir rehearsal, 7pm.
Fri., August 3: Full Gospel

Ministry, lOam. Deaconess

will lead in serving this

Church family invite you to
worship with us on Sunday

and Praise led by District #1
Bible Study, 7:30-8:30pm.
If you need transportation
to church, please contact the

Day Bible Study, llam. Mass

boume, FL.
Sat., August 4: Evangelism

Philadelphia during mid

Pastor Joaquin Marvin and
the Bethel Metropolitan

istry meeting.
Wed., August 8: Prayer

Weekly Activities:
Thurs., August 2: Mid-

Men’s Ministry will serve as

and

Bethel
Metropolitan

Meeting. lOam. Men’s Min-

Zion

Baptist Training Union............................................ S p.m.

.

i^muaBwuui

Evening Worship.................................................. 6:30 p.m.

Wednesday Bible Study: 7:30 P.M.

• Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)
• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary
Problems
• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons
• Non-Sexist Participation • Youth Ministry
NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

Prayer Meeting

Thursday......................................................................... 7 p-Z11-

Prayer Tower Church 01 God In Christ
1135 37th Street south, st. Pete, FL
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor

Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night SerVices 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

Christ Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
327-0997
Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor

St. Joseph Church
“One weekfiom church makes one weak/9

If you would like to come to church and do not have a way.
call 327 0997.

The Church Where EVeryone is Welcome

V

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg
Sunday Masses Are At:

MT. PlLGRlM MISSIONARY BAPTlST CHURCH

4000 - 5th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Rev. William W. Johnson, Pastor
Sunday School................. .. .................................................. 9:30 a.m.
Prayer Service ............................................ Wednesday 6:30 p.m.

9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Gospel Choir 9 a.m.

Traditional Choir 11 a.m.
Father Callist Nyambo, Pastor

PleaAant (fave

Youth Bible Study . .................. .............. Wednesday 6:30 p.m.
Adult Bible Study..................................... Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
<Sainti

SUNDAY
Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
EVening Worship 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY
Bible Study 7:30 p.m.
. FRIDAY
EVangelical Senzice 7:30 p.m.
PRAYER TIMES
Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST
Sundays 7:45 a.m.

Rev Brian. K Brown

2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship........................................................
am
Sunday school....................................................................... ..
am
Morning Worship............................................................... '10.50 a'm'

Tf0,1 LJh Ufow'-z

Baptist Training Union.........................................................
m
Communion................................................ 7:00 am. & ’i L00 aR

GREATER MT. Zion
AFRICAN METHODIST

Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays........................................................................... 7:30 pm

EPISCOPAL CHURCH
Rev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m.
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Rev. Clarence williams,
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Pastor
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry
Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393
("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

Gbutolv

“The Church Where Everybody Is Somebody”

New Hope MiSSionary
BaptiSt Church
2120 l9th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228
10:30 AM.................. PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES ............. SUNDAY
9:00 AM.................................. CHURCH SCHOOL.........................SUNDAY
5:00 P.M........................... FELLOWSHIP & DINNER.................... TUESDAY
7:00 PM.................................. BIBLE STUDY................................... TUESDAY
6:00 PM.................................. PRAYER SERVICES ....................... TUESDAY
7:30 PM......................... MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL...............THURSDAY
Join us for any of our services where you will always find
“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT"

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor
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Friendship MBC
“There is a way which
seemeth right unto a man, but
the end thereofare the ways of
death . The fear of the Lord is

a fountain of life, to depart
from the snares of death ”
Proverbs 14:12,27
Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.,
the official church staff and the

Voices of Friendship (All
Choirs) wiII render songs of

Thurs., August 9: 78:45pm, Prayer/Praise Ser-

praise, the Ushers will greet

vices and Bible Study, also

you and the message will be
delivered by Pastor Evans.
Church school begins at
9:30am with Superintendent
Deacon Percy Miller presid-

Youth Enrichment Hour.
Mon., August- 13-17:

entire Friendship Missionaiy
Baptist Church family invite

A second service is held at
10:45am opening with the

you to worship with us on this
Sunday and to all upcoming

Minister of Music, Brother

church related activities and

John Frazier and the Praise
Team.

events during the week..
Services begin at 7:45am

Holy Communion will be
administered during both 8am

with the Deacons Ministry
leading the devotion. The

and llam services.
Weekly Schedule:

mence on Wednesday, August

3:30pm; Sister Gladys D.

meet Thursday August 2nd at

l5th-l7th. Service will begin
at 7:30pm. More information
will be given as it becomes
available.

render song service and Usher

7pm, Sister Essie R. Evans,
president. Also, the Deacon
and Trustee Board will meet at

The Annual Youth Day
Observance will be held on
Sunday, August 26th in the

begins at 9:30am with Superintendent Deacon Philip Carter

8pm.
Church Engagement: We
will worship with The Blessed

presiding. Mid-moming wor
ship begins at l0:50am. Choir

Hope M.B. Church in Lakeland on Sunday, August l2th at

No. One will render song service and Usher Board No. One
will serve. Holy Communion
will be administered in both

3:30pm, where the Rev. Louis
Rentz is Pastor. Pastor Gordon

mid-moming service. More
information to follow.
Coming Event: Auxiliary
and District’s Day, September
26th, Sister Barbara Walker,
Chairperson.
Thought for the Week:
“The Lord, your God, He is
God in heaven above and on
Earth beneath.” Joshua2:11

Board No. One will serve in
the 7am early morning wor
ship service. Sunday school

services.

Aso, the General

Newton, president.
The Nurses Guild will

is requesting Choir and Usher
Board No. Two to serve.
Youth Revival will com

THE FAMILY THAT PRAYS TOGETHER STAYS TOGETHER
"Soaring Higher in
ChriSt Jesus"

Earth Mission
Ministries Passes The
Torch------- —-------Pastor Constance D.
Samuels and the Earth Mis-

of your company as she passes
the torch of carrying the

sion family cordially invite
you to the initial sermon of
Minister
Deborah (Sue)
Green. The service will be

Gospel of Jesus Christ to her
daughter. Minister Deborah

(Sue) Green.

Earth Mission

held: Sunday, August 12,2001
at Traveler’s Rest Missionary

Ministries is a vision that was
given to Rev. Samuels by God
and now the time has come for

Baptist Church, 2183 22nd
Avenue South, at 4pm.
Rev.
Constance
D.
Samuels request the pleasure

the vision to be passed.
“There Is No Success
Without A Successor” PIease
join us in this sacred service.

Church School,
•^Sunday- Worship Service,
• Thesday- Operation "BIG EAR",

11:00am
6:o0pm- 7:00pm

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP

CENTRAL

Spiritual Counseling

• Wednesday- Prayer

Each 2nd and 4th Saturday of the month

F
E
L
L

2232 62nd AVenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(727) 867-2400

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church
1800 - 18th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL
Reg. Bragg L. Turner, Pastor
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
BibIe Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.

WZic

"The Church That's Moving Forward Together"

ELIM

SERVICE
Sunday School

Morning worship 10:30
Evening worship 6:30

wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

munity.
The church is located at
2120 !9th SL S. Dr. Avin
Moore is the Pastor/Teacher.

NEW HOPE MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
2120 - 19th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 896-5228
Sunday Services:
Churcn School.................................. ......................... ..
9am
Praise & Worship Services . . . ....................... .............. 1b:30am|
Tuesday ServiCes:
„

Except God. build the
house they tabor iti

vain that, buildjt.

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
3455 - 26th Avenue South • st. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327-0554

s

H
I
P

Phone
(813) 328-9412
NURSERY AND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Rev. Joaquin
Marvin

St. Jokn Missionary Baptist Ckurck
1500 N. Pennsylvania Ave hue

TRAVELERS REST
MlssiONARY Baptist ChUrch

dearwater, Florida 33516

Church Plione: 443-1945

Sunday Services

2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 824-6021
Mid-Morning Worship Service . . . .10:45 a.m.
Sunday School..................... ............ .. .9:30 a.m.
Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday) . .7:00 p.m.

Prayer Meeting & BiLle Study, We J nesday 2:00 p.m.

The church where everybody is somebody and Christ is all.

Rev. Donald
F. Browne

Mt. Zion Primitive
BaptIst Church

"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION"

3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

Sunday School............... ................. ................. .9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship .................................... ..
.11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study ......................................................... 7:15 p m
Evening Worship (lst & 3rd Sunday).......... 6:00 p.m.
International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

We welcome you at all times.

.

Morning Worship

.

... .9:30 a.m.

......11:00 a.m.

The church Where everyone is Welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.

STewart-Isom Memorial ChrisTian Methodist

,

C

r

.

EpiscopaL Church
1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712

(813) 327-0593
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship: 11:00

Bible Study: Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

532 33rd Street S. • St. PeterSburg, FL

Ftev. Clyde Williams

Sunday School

a.m.

Greater St. Paul
MiSsiOnary Baptist Church

, "t

.......................................... ........................ ......................................... 5;00 p.m.

Wectly Services

207 - 1 Oth Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

Sunday SchooI............. ....................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning WorShip ........................... .11:00 a.m.
“I EVening WorShip ... 6 p.m.
BaptiSt Training Union 5 p.m.
TueSday Night
General BibIe Study
ThurSday Night Prayer
Meeting & TeacherS Meeting

.................................................................................................................................. 9:30 a-m_

Bible Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.

10th Street Church Of God

ELIM Junior Academy & Day Care Center

. ... ........... . . . ;.......................... .......................... 8:00 a.m.

Sunday Sckool

Baptist Training Union

Morning Worship: 11 am

WEDNESDAY
Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM

Sunday Service

Morning Worskip...............................................................................................................................11:00 a.m.

Sabbath School: 9 am

Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset

Parsonage: 446-6056

Rev. Fleming Tarvex. Pantoi

SATURDAYS

f*

"Church of The Open Door"
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship:
8:00 a.m. & 11 :OO a.m.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/
Praise & Prayer 7:00 p.m.
Thurs. Midday Bible Study
1 2:00 noon - 1 :OO p.m.
Sat. Noon Day Prayer Hour
1 2:00 noon - 1 :OO p.m.

Ps. 127:1

CENTER

o
w

., .

Join us as we lift up the name of Jesus

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church
801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-5246 / 823-1619

GRACE

9:30- 10:30

9:00am- 10:o0am

Pastor Keturah
D. Pittman

universal church and ourcom-

Meeting & Bible Study,

7:00pm- Until
• Thursday- Tutoring for K thru 5th,
6:30pm- 7:3opm
• Friday- Great Book Review for Youth, 7:o0pm
• Saturday- Young Men's Bible Study, "Teen word"

office for tickets at 896-5228.

of prayer and spirit-filled fellowship as we intercede for the

4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

9:45am

You may call our church

llth, at 8am.
Come and share in an hour

Dear Father, You Have Given So
Much; Give one Thing More - A
Grateful Heart. Amen

African Methodist Episcopal Church
• Sunday-

6pm.

Committee’s Annual Prayer
Breakfast, Saturday, August

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER

Saint Mark

Friday, Love Feast, 6pm.

attend the 2001 Unity Day

Deborah Green

Home Mission will meet at

Noon-day

Thursday, Youth Church,
6pm.

mation, contact the church at
(727) 822-2089.
Weekly Calendar:
Monday, Boy Scouts,

The New Hope Baptist
Church cordially invites you to

Bulletin.

Pastor Joseph Gordon and
the Pleasant Grove Church
family invite you to worship
with them on Sunday, August
5th. The Angelic Choir will

Wednesday,
Bible Study.

New Hope MB church

can be found in the Church

PleaSant Grove MBC

AM each Sunday morning for
the Outreach Worship Service
at Bethel.
For prayer or other infor-

Bethel. The speaker will be
Rev. Mazie Rojas.
The Lay Organization will
feed the homeless dinner on
Sunday, from 4:30pm until
6pm.

Troop Meeting, 6:30pm.
Wed., August 15:12 noon,
Noonday Bible Study, also
each Wednesday from 12
noon-2pm, Bread of Life Ministry serving lunch to all needy
in the community.
Other news of importance

Tuesday, Bible Study
7pm.

Tune your radio to 1150

Join the Violet Scruggs
Unit of the Mary Ann Jones
Missionary Society of Bethel
for worship this Sunday at

Revival 2001 Week of Prayer.
Mon., August 13: Boy Scout

ing.

‘To God Be The Glory"
955 - 20th Street South

St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone:

15

Galilee MissiOnary
Baptist Church

894-4311

Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.

Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.

(Adult and Youth)

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship................................
7:45 a.m.
Sunday School.............................................................. 9:15a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship ................................... 10:50 a.m.
Baptist Training Union ..................................... 5:00 p.m.
Mid-Week Worship .................. Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
Bible Study/Prayer Service...........Thursday 7:30 p.m.
Come join us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor
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The Progressive
National Convention,
Inc. Holds Its 40th
Annual Session In
Tampa —
On Wednesday, at 12
noon, the Dean of Preachers,

WASHINGTON - The
Progressive National Convention, Inc., holds its 40th Annual Session in Tampa, FL at the
Tampa Convention Center

Dr. Gardner C. Taylor will be
the speaker. The Nannie Helen
Burroughs School Choir will
also perform during this session. On Wednesday evening
at 6pm the Convention will
celebrate its 40th Anniversary

August 6-11,2001.
The Theme of the Convention is “It’s Thine: The King
dom Belongs to Him, The
Power is the Lord’s, The Glory

at a Gala Banquet, hosted by

is the Lord’s.” Matthew 6:13;
24:14
The Annual Session will
begin on Sunday afternoon

Actor and Social Activist
Danny Glover. The music for
the banquet will be provided
by Ms. Melba Moore, Michael

with a laymen’s evangelistic
service at Beulah Institutional
Baptist Church at 5pm where
Dr. James Favorite is pastor.
On Monday night there
will be an Opening Night/Welcome Musical featuring Angie
Winans, a choir from the local

and Regina Winans. During
this banquet the Convention
will present the Martin Luther
King, Jr. Freedom Award to
Dr. Otis Moss, Jr., pastor of the
Olivet Institutional Baptist
Church in Cleveland, Ohio.
On Thursday, Dr. C.
Mackey Daniels, President of
the progressive National Baptist Convention, Inc., will
deliver his annual address at

churches in Tampa and a host
of other national and intemational guest artists.
On Tuesday, the Convention will sponsor a youth rally

7:30pm at the Tampa Convention Center.
On Friday at 7pm, the

at 3pm featuring Winans
Phase II, Rev. Mason Betha

(MASE), testimony by profes-

Convention will close with its
40th Anniversary Communion
Service. Former president, Dr.

sional athletes and young peo
ple from around the country.
On Tuesday evening, the Con-

gress of Christian Education
will feature Dr. John W. Kin-

Ralph W. Canty, from South
Carolina will be the speaker.
For more information con-

ney, Dean of the Samuel
DeWitt Proctor School of The-

tact, Dr. Tyrone S. Pitts (202)
396-0558.

ology at Virginia Union University in Richmond, Virginia.

PEACEFUL ZlON M.B. CHURCH

Moore's chapel A.M.E. Church
Church Where
Everybody Is Somebody”
Rev. Marcus Burke, and
Moore’s Chapel’s Church
family welcome you to their
The

services, this lst Sunday in
August the 5th, during both
8am and llam services. Rev.
Buike will preach during both
services. Holy Communion
will be administered by the
Pastor and assisted by the
Assistant Pastors and the

Stewardess Board.
Music will be provided by
the Mass Choir directed and

accompanied by Minister of
Music, Michael Melvin with
Carlos Farley on the drums.
The Usher Board will serve.
For transportation to church
please contact the Transportation Ministry, Willie E Bryant,
894-6067, Anthony Macon,
328-0022, Robert Golden,
867-0156 or Mose Bell, 8670601.
Church school will begin
at 9:30am. The lesson entitled
“Isaiah’s Call” Isaiah 6:1-7, 812. Bro. Mose Bell, Superintendent, will be in charge,
assisted by Bro. Anthony
Macon and Rev. Ira Whitson,
Assistant Superintendents.
Everyone is asked to attend.

The Lord
looks down
from heoven,
He sees all
the sons of
men...
- Psalm 33

The Church Where Christ Is The HEAD

e

Moore's Chapel
AME Churcn
Rev. Marcus H. Burke, Jr. - Pastor

321-3545

3rd century

and worship a success both
spiritually and financially.

be held August 10th, 7:30pm.
Services,
Rehearsals,

rehearsal, Tues., 5:30pm.
Lay Organization-Meet-

Buchanan and the Daisy
Pierce/Fannie
Williams
WM.S. appreciate everyone
who attended to include Rev.
Whitson, Sis. Laverne Davis,
of Pentecostal Temple Church

Moore’s Chapel T-shirts

Meetings:
Noon-day prayer service,

ing, Mon., after the 3rd Sun-

Sundays.
W.M.S.-Wed., after lst

day.
Mass

Sunday, 6pm.
Y.P.D.-Meeting 3rd Sun-

of God, that helped to make
their Missionary Day a success
both spiritually and financially.
Rev. Burke, Moore’s
Chapel’s Y.P.D., their director,
and YPD President, Jason
Mells, appreciate everyone to
include their speaker First
Lady Sister Sandra Burke, that
helped to make their Mission-

ary Y.P.D. Day a success both
spiritually and financially.
The E.M. Blocker Male
Chorus, M.B. Bryant, president, appreciate everyone to

include Mrs. Yvonne Clayton,
Rev. Constance Samuels, the
Agape Violin Players, their
director, Ms. Linda Gaines,
Ms. Barbara Jefferson and Ms.
Terry Edwards that helped to
make their evening of praise

may be purchased, please contact Sister Beverly Campbell

to place your orders) on or

Wed., 12 noon.
Prayer service/bible study,

before Sunday, August the
12th. Children shirts $8, adults

Wed., 7pm.
Youth choir (ages 5-12)

$10.
x Moore’s Chapel Share
Food Program open registra
tion through August lOth open
to everyone for $14 and 2

hours volunteer service. Please
call the church 321-3545,

Monday through Thursday, or
Sister' Margaret Butler, 867-

tion and order forms.
Moore’s Chapel Lay Organization will host the St.
Petersburg District Lay Oiganization Meeting on Saturday,
August 4th, lOam.
Quarterly
Conference
Reports are due in the Secre
tary’s Office by Wednesday,
August lst.
Quarterly Conference will

20th Street

Early Morning Worship............ .............. 8:00 a.m.

Sunday School.............................................. 930a.m.

Morning Worship..... ............................ 11:00 a.m.

Church Of
Christ

Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans

Morning Worship
Bible Study (Monday)

7:00 p.m.

Prayer & New Comers Class

1

6:30 p.m.

(Wednesday)'

Daily Prayer (M-F)

11 a.m.-12 p.m.

“All Are Welcome’’* “Bring A Friend”'

323-7518

REV. WAYNE G. Thompson, PASTOR
SUNDAY SCHOOL - 0:30 A.M.

MOHNlNG Worship - ll:OO a.m.

Come WorshIp WITH
THE FIRST BAPTIST FAMILY

Jumuah Prayer - Friday 1:30 p.m.

Home: 896-8006

Qur'anic study - sunday 11:004a.m.

. Robert Smith

Taleem - 12:00 p.m.
Sunday Morning Bible Class
Sunday Morning Worship . .
Ladies Bible Class Monday .
Sunday Evening Worship . .
Monday Evening Bible Class
Wednesday Evening Bible Class

. 9:00 a.m.
10:30 a.m.
.7:00 p.m.
.5:00 p.m.
.7:00 p.m.
.7:00 p.m.

Sunday School 9:30
Sunday Morn 11:45
Monday Prayer 6:00
Tuesday Bible Study 7:30
Friday Service 7:30

WINGS OF FAITH CHRISTIAN CENTER
309 -15th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
Telephone (727) 893-1741
Bishop Ronaid Moten, Pastor
Alfreda Moten, Co-Pastor
like to extend to you a personal invitation to worship witk us during

imam Wilmore Sadiki
3762 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327 - 8483
TRINITY PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

(723)

327-8560

9:00 AM............... .................. ... ................................. . '................... '. :............................. Prayer Time

9:30 AM................. ............................ .. ................................ Sunday School

11:00 AM............................................. ............. ................................. Worship
12:30 PM............................ ... .............................................................. ... After Service Fellowship
Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting an<1 Bible Study

You are invited to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel

Dr. Frederick D. Terry

and a Christian community for everyone

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
2361 SeVenth AVenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
ReV. John Copeland, Pastor
Morning Worship......................................
8:00a.m.
Sunday School................................................................. 9:30a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship............................................ 11:00 a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed.............................. 7:00p.m.
Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after eVery 5th Sunday.
For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

our scheduled times:
9;30 A.M.

Sunday School

Jfefo ^l|t!a^elpMa Oommunttu Church

MorAing Worship & Children's Ckurcli 10:45 A.M.
Prayer/Fasting
Intercessory Prayer & Bible Class

Tie
Wednesday,

7:30 P.M.

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor
2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733
Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)
Deacon Ministry ...................................... ........................... Deacon Edward Nesbitt
Finance Ministry................................... . .’......................................................... James Robinson
children & Youth Ministry............ ,......................... '................................ . . Joyce Robinson
clerk Ministry........................................................................................................ Wyvonnia McGee

"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

Phone: 824-2814, Pastor • 323-1290; church

isA '■‘Paafc.y:.
•• ■ ■■■ . -

Phone:

St. Pete, FL

2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

11:15 a.m.

3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

lslamic Services

9:30 a.m.

Sunday School

First Baptist Institotionau Church

820 20th Street South

New Faith
Free MethOdist Church

Church: 327-8072

----------------- -—'

Masjid Al-Muminin

Emmanuel ChriStian
Fellowship lnc.
1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707

2nd Sat., llam.

With Allah's Name, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

Biskop Ronald Moten and the Wings or Faitk Churck Family would

St. Petersburg, FL

3037 Fairfield Avenue

day, 4pm.
Women Growth Meeting-

lst and 2nd Sunday, 7pm.
Male chorus rehearsal,

0156, or Sister Mae Jackson,
502-5540, for further informa-

2 /37 Avetute- SactM
St. 'PetwMcviy,
337/2
(727) X2/-S444

Pastor Tony B.
Young, Sr.

choir rehearsal,

Tues., and Thurs., before the

Faith is a gift bestowed by the Lord, joyfully
illuminating your path in a, way no other light
can. It enables you to overcome obstacles, to
endure hardships and to persevere until you
reach your goal. Would you like to walk by
faith? God is eager to grant His priceless gift
to you, if you will only ask for it.

2830 -

.Wednesday Youth
Rehearsal...... 5:30 p m.
Thursday Prayer & Church
School Study,......... .7;30 p.m?
1st & 2nd Saturdays SR.
Choir Rehearsal.... 11:00 a.m;

Thurs., before the 3rd and 4th

Rev. Burke, Missionary
President Sister Lynette

PEOPLE OF CHRIST CHURCH

2051 - 9th AVenue South, Sl. PeterSburg, FL 33712
ReV. F.G. JackSon, PaStor
{813) 822-2455
Church Schoo!,...„-...9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship..,;! 1:00 a.m.
B.TAJ5:00 p.m.
Evening Worshlp.....6:00 p.m.
Tuesday Evening
Bible Class.............. 7;30 p.m.

£ w s

THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward

Sunday Morning Services

BREAKTHROUGH CHRISTIAN CENTER

Sunday School.................................................................9:30 am
Morning worship-...........................................................11:00 am
Youth Bible Study
............................................ WED. 6:30 pm
Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service ............... WED. 7:00 pm

1940 - 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL.
(727) 321-4986/888-447-PRAY (7729) • Fax (727) 321-3937 .<
Website: www.breakthroughcc.com • E-mail: pastor@breakthrouehcccom

"PROPHETIC FIRE IS FALLING"

Friendship

BeTheL African MeThod!ST

Missionary Baptist

EPISCOPAL

Church

"We're Busy as Bees But Sweet As Honey"

3300 - 31st Street South

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089

(727) 906-8300
Pastor John A. Evans, Sr.

Pastor John A. Evans
Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Wednesday Noonday Bible Study and.
Bread of Life
Prayer and Bible Study 7:00pm

also Youth Enrichment Hour

S.H.I.E

PRAYER 30 MINUTES
BEFORE EVERY SERVICE
"Power Breakthrough Service"
11:00 AM
“A Night of Prophecy" @ 7:30 PM Sunday
TUESDAY 'WORD EXPLOSION" - 7:30 PM

FRIDAY "JUBILEE SERVICE" 7:30 RM
NURSERY/TODDLER MINISTRY (5 & under)
SUNDAY SERVICES ONLY

CHURCH SERVICES

Thursday

TAPE MINISTRY/DYNAMIC PRAISE & WORSHIP-

Rev. Roosevelt Hardy
Pastor

Church School ............................... 9:00 A.M.
New Member Class................................. 9:00A.M.
Morning Worship........................10:30 A.M.
Prayer / Bible Study . . Tuesday 7:00 P.M.
Youth Bible Study . . .Thursday 6:00

RADIO MINISTRY-WRXB-1590 AM
Monday through Friday 6:00-6:15 AM
$undays 9:30-10:00 AM
WTAN-1340 AM sundays 4:30-5 PM

GLENN MILLER

COME AS YOU ARE - NO DRESS CODE

"A Place of Healing and Restoration"
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Does your bank know how it feels to be you?

Being appreciated for who you are is a wonderful thing. Bank of America understands that I want a Checking account
that’s as flexible as I am. That’s why I opened a new MyAccess checking account with them. It only required an opening

deposit of $25, with no minimum balance. And with direct deposit of my paycheck, I get free checking. To find out more,
stop by a banking center, visit www.bankofamerica.com/myway or call 1.800.900.9000. Are you ready for the checking
account you want? Why not? ----------------- ------------------------- ---------------------------- ---------- - ----------------- --- ------- ------- -------------- -- --------

Bank of America

MyAccess checking will be opened as a regular checking account and will be automatically converted to MyAccess checking account in July 2001. MyAccess checking is free with a monthly direct deposit

For each statement period that a direct

deposit is not received to the account, a monthly service charge applies. Charges for overdrafts and other account-related services still apply. Speak to a Bank of America associate for full details.

*For Classic, Gold and Platinum a low fixed rate of 5.9% purchase and balance transfer APR applies for the first six billing cycles. In CA, OR, WA and ID, a Bank of America relationship account is required to receive the s 9% introductory APR-

otherwise a fixed 6.9% APR applies. Thereafter, a variable purchase APR applies, currently between 11.49% and 21.49%. The minimum finance charge for a purchase is $.50. Cash advance APR is a variable rate currently 10 8% (19 8% minimum)’
Total foreign currency conversion adjustment is 3% of foreign transaction. If you miss two consecutive minimum payments, your APR for all balances will be a variable rate, currently 22 99% Cash advance fee- 3% to a% of each advance
(minimum $3.00 to $20). Rates effective as of April 1,2001. Credit cards issued by Bank of America, N.A. (USA). Photo Security credit card is subject to availability. Credit is subject to approval- normal credit standards apply

Bank of America, N.A. Member FDIC. © 2001 Bank of America Corporation.
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Final ^Respects / Obituaries
St. Pete

Ocala

Final Rites

Final Rites
k,

BYNUM, MAE L., 63,
of St. Petersburg, died
Sunday (July 29, 2001) at
Bayfront Medical center.
Born in Ocala,-she came
here in 1984 from Mel
bourne. She was a selfemployed child care pro
vider and a member of
Friendship Missionary Bap
tist church, where she
served with the Pastor’s
Aide Board, the Over 55
Ministry, the Senior choir
and the Fellowship choir.
Survivors include her hus
band of 50 years, Josephus,
Sr.; a son, Josephus Jr.,
» Ocala;
three
brothers,
1 Livingston Wilkerson, Palm
.Bay, Garrett Wilkerson,
Ocala, and dinton Wilkerson, Reddick; a sister,
deareatha
Wilkerson,
Ocala; six grandchildren;
and 10 great-grandchildren.
Family will receive friends
at creal Funeral Home,
; Friday, August 3, 2001.
Funeral services will be held
lOam saturday, August 4,
2001 at Friendship Miss
ionary Baptist church. The
processional wili travel to
Ocala, FL where a graveside
service will be held, creal
Funeral Home, St. Peter
sburg and Summers Funeral
Home of Ocala are in charge
of services.

JOHNSON, KENT L.,
53, died July 22, 2001.
survivors include a devoted
wife of sixteen years, Gla
dys Johnson; four sons,
Randall Burford, Kevin,
Shawn and shuron Burford;
five daughters, charlotte
Morrison
(Paul),
Mary
Burford, Angela Bryant;
Tracey and Stacey Burford;
one sister, Martha Mid
dleton. He left behind his
Pooh Bear, Seianna Bur
ford; nineteen grandchil
dren, ten great grands and a :
host of aunts,
uncles,
cousins
and
sorro .ving
friends. McRae Memorial
chapel, St. Petersburg.

deareatha
Wilkerson,
Ocala; six grandchildren;
and 10 great-grandchildren.
Family will receive friends
at creal Funeral Home,
Friday, August 3, 2001.
Funeral services will be held.
10am saturday, August 4,
2001 at Friendship Missionary Baptist church. The
processional will travel to
Ocala, FL where a graveside
service will be held, creal
Funeral Home, st. Peter
sburg and summers Funeral
Home of Ocala are in charge
of services.

EDWARDS, MARY L.
GUNTER, 79, died recently.
Survivors include loving
and devoted husband, Matt
hew Edwards; two brothers,
Buster Herring, B.
C.
Gunter; two sisters, Frankie
Griffen, Mildred Singleton
and a host of other relatives
and friends, summers FuAUTHUR, THOMAS
neral Home, Ocala.
JEW-ERSON, died July 21,
2001.
survivors include,
one sister, Patricia J. Authur
McMahon of Ocala; one
uncle, Gable Williams; a
host of nieces, nephews,
cousins and devoted friends,
cunningham’s
Funeral
Home, Ocala.

BYNUM, MAE L„ 63,
of St. Petersburg, died
Sunday (July 29, 2001) at
Bayfront Medical center.
Born in Ocala, she came
here in 1984 from Melbourne. she was a selfemployed child care pro
vider and a member' of
Friendship Missionary Bap
tist church, where she
served with the Pastor’s
Aide Board, the Over 55
Ministry, the Senior choir
and the Fellowship choir.
Survivors include her hus
band of 50 years, Josephus,
Sr.; a son, Josephus Jr.,
Ocala;
three
brothers,
Livingston Wilkerson, Palm
Bay, Garrett Wilkerson,
Ocala, and dinton Wilkerson, Reddick; a sister,

The Family
That PrayS
Together
Stays
Together i

&

j-sra

Youn&s

y,.A.

Funeral

LiHome

The Sweetness Of
Peace
After the clouds, the sunshine
Afiei the shower, the rainbow

For life is d changeable thing

Bi Hi tg all darkness cease;
The comfort and sweetness of

peace.

ley

(Donald

Ray);

Final Rites
L

daughters, Youlonda Orie
Godbolt (George), Ethelda
Hooks (Tommie), Altamese
Dorceeder Batie (curtis);
step-son, Ulyseer Hayes
(Mary); thirteen grandchil
dren; ten great grandchil
dren; two brothers, vernon
L. Trapp, chester A. Trapp;
two sisters, Ida Mae Tyson
and Pauline Jones-Dennis; a
host of aunts, uncles, nieces,

After the winter, the spring

After life's cares and sorrows

MOBLEY-MAYS,
ROSETTA, 53, died July
24, 2001. Survivors include
her loving husband, william
Mays; two daughters, Cynthia Evins, Gayle Mobley;
two sons, Frederick Evins,
Jamie Mays; two step chil
dren, william Mays, Jr.,
Sandra
Gilmore;
seven
grandchildren, seven sisters,
Mae Helen Hagins, Mary
Poole, Gwendolyn Rollins
(willie), Mary McIntosh,
Jeannette Mobley, Frankie
Mobley and caroiyn Brad

nephews, cousins, and sorrowing friends, chestnut
Funeral Home, Gainesville.

F*"
GainesVille

HAYES, ALTAMESE
DELORES TRAPP, 79, died
July 16, 2001. Survivors
include her loving husband,
James Edward Hayes, sr.;
one son, James Edward
Hayes, Jr. (JoAnnj; five

After the night, the mor.n lg

WILLIAMS, CARR1E
H., 78, died July 10, 2001.
Survivors include a devoted
sister, Lottie M. williams
(Richard), Lillie Solomon;
one brother, James Hayes; a
‘ sister, cieo Middleton (Geon). A devoted caregiver,
Delores Bradshaw, one God
son, Gerald Mobley, Jr. A
host of nieces, nephews,
cousins
and
sorrowing
friends, chestnut Funeral
Home, Gainesville.

GOD

answers
prayer
cUNNINGHAM'S

.(SO* eO«E««,
s5 'Quality and Service”

Funeral Home, P.A.
"Your Friends Who Care"

SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES
Charles S. Chestnut, III, L.F.D., - Charles S. Chestnut, IV, L.F.D.
Larry M. Saunders, L.ED.
18 N.W. 8th Avenue....................... ........................... (352) 372-2537
P.O. Box 592 ............... ........................................... (352) 377-6128

Gainesville, FL 32602 .. .................................... Fax: (352) 377-5678

four

»»
"It's all taken care of
These were the words that
brought calm to me when my
family member passed away.
She had already taken care
of her funeral and burial
expenses three years ago.
We just placed one call to
McRae Funeral Home and
found out that not only was
the funeral paid for - it was
at prices that were in effect
at the time she made the
arrangements. What a
savings - What a peace of
mind.

LATIMORE, EDELL
“WAXIE”, 74, died recent
ly. Survivors include a
devoted daughter, Tonya
Mathis; a sister, Geonia
Small; ■ 6 grandchildren;
many nieces, nephews and
sorrowing friends. McRae
Memorial
chapter,
st.
Petersburg.

brothers, LeRoy Laskey,
Jerry Mobley, clarence'
Mobley
(Jill);
host of
aunts, uncles, nieces, nep
hews, and other sorrowing
friends. Summers Funeral
Home, Ocala.

So that your funeral is fully funded and won't be a financial burden on your family, contact McRae Funeral Home today and dis
cuss how you can guarantee the future price at today's cost.

(jHome

(Summers

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

"Personalized with the Utmost Dignity,
Confidence and Understanding" <

A.L. CUNNINGHAM
FELIX SNOW

Limousine Rental Service
351-0566 ....................... .. ... .Lillie T. Shelton, L.F.D.

2238 NW 10th St............ ..

LicenSed FuneraI

Directors

732-5354
732-5355

732-5353

.Alvis Summers, L.F.D.

Ocala, Florida 34475 . . .,.......................... Notary Public

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., OcaIa, FL

Dwayne E. Matt

Immaculate Matt

Zion Hill Mortuary Inc,
C727} 328-0466

A Full Service Firm

17OO - 49th street south • st. Petersburg, FL 33707

Robert C. Young

Dwayne E. Matt, Licensed Mortician

Funeral Director
Since 1975
1005 Howard Street

McRae Funeral Home

1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South

(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)

St. Petersburg, Florida 33705

CIearwater, FL

(727) 895-6005

442-2388

Prince Matt, Jr,

Edna L. Matt

'Service is the Soul’s -Highest Calling"

DoN'T LEAVE YOUR FAMILY IN DISTRESS!!

You CAN be insured TODAY.

SMITH FUNERAL HOME
Since 1987

"Taking Time To Serve Others"
Call: Prince Matt, Jr., Licensed Pre-Need Specialist for:
Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.
1700 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Bus. PH
Home
< \
Pager
Dwayne E. Matt,

(727) 328-0466
(727) 867-4246
(727)426-1106
Funeral Director. & Mortician

There are over 50 decisions
to make at the death of a
loved one
Your first decision may be
the most important one

Prince Matt, Jr.

• Prepaid insurance is available for everyone, regardless of your health problems
(even if the client is in a nursing home).
• A variety of options are open to you, such as:

Consider us first
for

I

QUALITY AND AFFORDABLE
SERVICE

• Complete Traditional Service with Burial.
• Graveside Service.
• Full Traditional Service with Cremation.
• Direct Cremation with "Scattering of the Ashes at Sea" Ceremony.

For Peace of Mind for you and your family, make your appointment today.

Phone 727-894-2266
Fax 727-821-8728

1534 18th Avenue South - St.Petersburg, Florida 33705
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hlars-Thomas 5th Family Reunion
TAMPA - Fun, fellowship and food abounded as
the Mars and Thomas fam
ilies gathered to celebrate
their fifth family reunion

July 26th, 27th and 28th,
2001.
Theme for this year's

reunion was, "Maintaining
Family Heritage in 2001."
Rowlett Park was the

scene where over 200 family members enjoyed food
and drinks aplenty.
A family banquet, held
at the Holiday Inn on

Fowler Avenue in Tampa,
afforded more time for

family reminiscing, with
some traveling from as far

away as Georgia,. New
York, Texas and all parts of

Florida to be a part of this
annual affair.
Commendations were
given to Mrs. Katherine
Knight, octogenarian of
this year's reunion, who's
82 years young!

Please
Support
Our Paper

By

Publlx

COMMUNITY
BILLROARD

Supporting

Our

Advertisers

ACCTOEMT
IKJURY
SPECIALISTS

I Accept LVenkew Cowpetunlwi & PIP Iwmtice Cfainu

ATHLETIC

STRESS
RELIEF
THERAPISTS

ZONE

WILL MATCH 7% TAX RELEASE
Athletic Footwear & Fashion Apparel
MENS /WOMENS & CHILDRENS SIZES

PHONE: 727-866-6944

H.T. WELLNESS & MASSAGE CENTER
NEUROMUSCULAR

nutrition & RELAXATION MASSAGE

Mon-Sat 10am-8pm
Sunday 12Noon - 5pm

328-7600

Black OWned A Operated

3727 CENTRAL AVENUE
LIC. #MM005879
VOICE MAIL 458-5330 FAX 328-8869

Major Credit Cards Accepted

• Father & Kids Day, Fri., 8/3, PepinRood Stadium, Univ. of Tampa Campus,
North Blvd., Tampa. Gates open
3:30pm, program ana prizes at 5:30pm.

Near Albertson's Plaza
54th Avenue SoutlfSt Petersburg, FI

Patricia Williams, LMT, N.M.T., P.T.

• Starling School Hawaiian Luau, Fri.,
8/3, 4-7pm, 615 28th St. S.

• Annual Nat'l Night Out, Tues., 8/7, 58pm, Woodlawn Park, 13th Ave. N. &
16th St. N.

platinum fubu

Nexus —Paul Mitchell

Redesign your old gold and jewelry
Custom Jewelry

Design Essentials — Menders

Revlon for T.C.B. - Eantu

Ftaew & 64b By OofeKda

by
Hires HairsTyliNG
3427 - llth Avenue North

867-4350
11 •$ othwt **

S, hftMdbwy. ML 33Y13

St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone: 323-8649

Charlie Akins
Master Jeweler

(904) 696-7690

Pager 876-3145

Jacksonville, FL

Master Jeweler &
Designer of Fine Jewelry

Repairs while you wait
The Market Place

• Town Hall Meeting with Lee Roy
Selmon, Tues., 8/7, 6pm, Eckerd
College, Continuing Education Bldg.,
Flamingo Room, 4200 54th Ave. S. For
info, call 821-4069.
• Back To School Day Event, Wed., 8/8,
11am, People That Love Mission, 817
5tn Ave. N. For info, 545-4789.

Saturday & Sunday Only
1-95 North Exit 128

Row B Booth 23-27

For more information about Community
Billboard, call US at (727) 896-2922
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Classified Ads... Sure to get results!
Full Time Position w/Bethel
Community Church
Field Supervisor for Healthy
Start Family Visitation
Program. BA/BS
w/Supervisory Exp. Fax
resumes to 896-1152 or call
Yvonne @ 821-7181 x 21

T1ME WARNER
COMMUNICATIONS

Must hove excellent customer service skills and strong sales aptitude with proven
ability to maintain above average sales dosing percentages. Top communication
skills induding proper use of grammar, enunciation and listening skills. Practical
math skills, accurate 40-45 wpm typing skills. Highly motivated, self-starter with
positive attitude. May be required to work various schedules and shifts. High school
diploma/equivalent required. Position located in Clearwater.

Clearwater

Madeira B—<h

253OOrewSt

14995 Gulf Blvd., Suite C

2114 Drew St

St, Pet,

Pinellas Pork

11500 9th St. N

Parkside Mall

333 lst St. N
EOt/M/M/FA/H

Pte-mploymwt dm; sneen mJ twAgtcnJ dtack is requited.

Job Hotline: 797-1818, Ext 8040
Announcement of the Commencement
of Marketing
Boley Centers for Behavioral Health Care, Inc. (formerly Boley,
Inc.) is the sponsor and managing agent of record for Dome
District Apartments, under construction, at 1029 Burlington

Avenue N., St. Petersburg, FI.

,

We are pleased to announce that applications for occupancy will
be available on Friday, August 3, 2001 at 647 34th Avenue S.,

Bldg. 3, St. Petersburg, FL. In accordance with Fair Housing
law, we are actively seeking referrals from people in the com
munity who meet the income criteria, and ean qualify as chroni
cally mentally ill adults. All applicants will be considered on a
first come, first serve basis.
Should you know of someone whom you believe meets this cri
teria, or if you have any questions regarding the criteria have the
potential applicant call Ken Heller, Director of Property
Management at 727-821-4819x5750 or ciara carlucci, Lease
and Fees Manager at 727-824-5745x5798 for additional infor

TIME WARNER
Vi

COMMUNICATIONS

MIS SPECIALIST
Perform help-desk support functions including network user support, PC h/w &
printers support, desktop OS and s/w application support ond basic networking.

K

Solid h/w knowledge - A+ certification a plus. Win 95/98 required. Win NT 4.0
w/saplts. Novell Zenworks knowledge is preferred. Basic networking knowledge
required - CAN and/or MCI* certification preferred. MSOftice product knowledge
required. Strong interpersonal communication skills & customer service orientation
a must. Ability to work alone and in a team environment.

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE
COURTS
6TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

---------------------- Apply in person:------------------------

Sealed bids will be. received by the City of Tampa no later than
1:30 P.M., Tuesday, September 4, 2001, in the 4th Floor confer
ence Room, Tampa Municipal office Building, 306 E. Jackson
Street, Tampa, Florida, for DPW Project PW5907; TAMPA UNION STATJON Baggage Building Improvements (Budget
$550,000). The proposed work is to include, but not be limited
to, stabilization and renovation of existing baggage building
structure and installation ot fire protection system of existing ter
minal concourse shed with all selective demolition, lead paint
and ACM abatement, masonry restoration, concrete work, roof
ing, carpentry, electrical, fire protection with all associated work
required for a complete project in accordance with contract
Documents. A contractor submitting a bid must be FDOT pre
qualified in accordance with Rule chapter 14-22 on bid date or
provide sufficient evidence of qualifications within ten (10) days
thereof. A Pre-Bid conference will be held Tuesday, August 14,
•2001 at 2:00 p.m. in the 4th Floor Conference Room, Tampa
Municipal office Building. 306 E. Jackson Street. The Notice to
Bidders, Plans and Specifications for the work may be examined
at, or copies may be obtained from, the Department of Public
Works Municipal office Building, 4th Floor North, city Hall
Plaza, Tampa, Florida 33602, (phone (813) 274-8721) upon the
refundable payment of a $100.00 deposit for each set. Mailing is
available for an additional charge of $10 per set. checks should
be made payable to the city of Tampa. Any person adversely

----------------------- Apply in person:------------------------

Diversion Programs Manager - Responsible for
managing diversion programs in Pasco County.
Supervises program staff in public and pro se
assistance and the intake, management and medi
ation or arbitration of eases. Req. BA w/emphasis in criminal justice, social work, or related dis
cipline. Req. 2 yrs. program mgmt. exp. w/supervisory duties. Must be certified as county court
mediator. Salary $1245.86 biwkly + bnfts.
Position located in New Port Richey.

Clearwater

Madeira Beach

2530 Drew St

14995 Gulf Blvd., Suite C

affected by the city's intended decision to award a contract or to
reject all bids shall file with the Public Works Department said
results, a notice of protest, within 5 days of posting of the sum
mary of bids. If notice of intended decision is given by fax trans
mission or express delivery, the adversely affected person must
file the Notice of protest and bond within 5 days after receipt of
the notice of intent. A formal written protest must then be filed
with ten (10) days pursuant, to Executive order 98-12. Bidders

2114 Drew St

St. Pete

Pinellas Park

11500 9th St. N

Parkside Mall

333 lst St. N

1

EOE /AA/M/F/V/H

Job Hotline: 797-1818, Ext 8040
—
Announcement of the Commencement
of Marketing

Court Applications ONLY by August 3
Available at:
Court Administration, Rm. 219, West Pasco
Judicial Center, 7530 Little Rd., New Port
Richey
Clearwater Courthouse, 315 Court St., Rm. 436,
Clwr.
Criminal Justice Center, 14250 49th St. N., 3rd
flr., H-wing (Fiscal), Clwr.
501 Building, 501 lst Ave. N., Rm. 729 (Alt.
Dispute), St. Pete
www.jud6.org/jobs
EOE AA Drug-Free Workplace. Any person with
a disability requiring a special accommodation to
participate in the application process should call
727-464-4647.

Pre-employment drag screen and background check is required.

Boley centers for Behavioral Health care, Inc. (formerly Boley,
Inc.) is the sponsor and managing agent of record for Dome
District Apartments, under construction at 1029 Burlington
Avenue N.. St. Petersburg, FI.

DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL
REGULATION

We are pleased to announce that applications for occupancy will
be available on Friday, August 3, 2001 at 647 34th Avenue S.,

Sanitation and Safety Specialist - 01299

Bldg. 3, St. Petersburg, FL. In accordance with Fair Housing
law, we are actively seeking referrals from people in the com
munity who meet the income criteria, and can qualify as chroni
cally mentally ill adults. All applicants will be considered on a

first come, first serve basis.

Should you know of someone whom you believe meets this cri
teria, or if you have any questions regarding the criteria have the
potential applicant call Ken Heller, Director of Property
Management at 727-821-4819x5750 or Clara carlucci, Lease
and Fees Manager at 727-824-5745x5798 for additional infor-

mation.

mation.

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE
COURTS
6TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

WRXB RADIO STATION IS

SEEKING AN ENERGETIC; SELF
STARTER WITH A MINIMUM OF 2
YRS. SALES EXPERIENCE. COM
MISSIONED. MUST POSSESS GQOD
COMMUNICATION SKILLS AND BE
PERSONABLE. COMMISSION ONLY.
PLEASE FAX RESUME TO
(727) 321-3025

JOB OPPORTUNITIES!!!

Join our team!!

Boley Centers for
Behavioral Health Care is a large agency reg
ularly seeking counselors, support staff and

collection and provides reference assistance to court
staff, attorneys, and the general public. Req. HS and 2
yrs law library exp. or BA with 1 yr. exp. in law
library or legal field. Position headquartered in St.
Petersburg but may be require services at other law
libraries within the county. Salary $892.74 bwkly +
bnfts. Position open until filled.

Court Applications ONLY.

,

Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

others for positions. Call our Job Line at 822-

8671 for an up-to-date listing of job open

ings. Applications taken at: 1236 Dr. M.L.

King St. N., St. Petersburg, FL 33705.
EOE/DFW

The Hospice
Caring for Pinellas
County, Florida since

Available at:
Clearwater Courthouse, 315 Court St., Rm. 436,
Clwr.
Criminal Justice Center, 14250 49th St. N., 3rd flr., Hwing (Fiscal), Clwr.
501 Building, 501 lst Ave. N., Rm. 729 (Alt.
Dispute), St. Pete.
Court Administration, Rm. 219, West Pasco
Judicial Center, 7530 Little Rd., New Port Richey
http://www.jud6.org/jobs
EOE AA Drug-Free Workplace. Any person with a
disability requiring a special accommodation to participate in the application process should call 727464-4647.

St. Petersburg, FL
Minimum Annual Salary - $27,794
Contact Steven von Bodungen - Division of Hotels and
Restaurants - 813-272-2200. Employees appointed to positions
involved in public food service inspections must take and pass the
Special State Fire Safety Inspector course with the Division of
State Fire Marshal and the Food and Drug Administration
Standardization Program as implemented by the Department of
Business and Professional Regulation before attaining permanent

status in the class.
chosen candidate must live in or relocate to Pinellas County with
in 180 days of appointment, valid drivers license required.

Application Deadline - August 9, 2001

I/LPN

Law Library Specialist II - maintains law library

CITY OF
ST. PETERSBURG

are hereby notified that in any contract entered into pursuant to
this Notice, disadvantaged, women or minority business enter
prises (DBE’s) will be afforded full opportunity to bid and will
not be discriminated against on the grounds of race, religion, sex,
color or national origin in consideration for an award.

Submit one State of Florida Employment Application to the con
tact person at the address listed below. Please include the divi
sion title.
Department of Business and Professional Regulation

Caring
fcC Professionals
|for 71 -bed
Skilled
Nursing
Facility

Northwood centre
1940 North Monroe Street
Tallahassee, FL 32399

lExcellent Salary
, & Benefits
goUTH HERITAGE

HEALTH & REHAB

718 22nd Avenue South
St.Petersburg,FL3 3705

I&-894-5125
DFW/EOE

■
T

WWOW

Wl&'lHEMhT

'

MnMDT

V

1977

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE OF THE
COURTS
6TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT

A Unique Profession!!
Hands-on care of the

terminally ill.

Half-Time Staff Psychologist - Seeking licensed
psychologist to evaluate delinquent/dependent
children, plus some adult competencies, and
make recommendations to the court. Requires
PhD., license, and 2 yrs. of clinical exper. work
ing with children. Salary $26,17. No bnfts.
Position located in mid-eounty. Open until filled.

Accepting Applications

RNs, LPNs
(FL License Required)

& HHA./CNAs
(Both FL cert, needed)

IFB #01-010
Jordan court Improvements
The St. Petersburg Housing Authority (SPHA), St. Petersburg,
Florida, is requesting bids from qualified, responsible firms interested in performing the roof replacement, siding replacement,
GFCCI instalIation, accessible unit modifications, common area
accessibility modifications, mail box relocation, and if necessary,
heat pump installation for each apartment at SPHA's Jordan Court
Apartments, in accordance with the. requirements of the U.S.
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).
IFB #01-010 document packages will be ready for pick-up on
Tuesday, July 31, 2001. A Pre-Bid Conference will be held at the
St. Petersburg Housing Authority's Jordan Court Apartments locat
ed at 3940 55th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL 33709 on

Wednesday, August 15,2001 at 10:00 a.m. Bids are due by 10:00
a.m. EST on Thursday, August 29, 2001.
If you are interested in submitting a bid, please fax your request for
an IPB package to (727) 552-1443 Monday through Friday,
between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. You may also pick-up
a espy in person at 327 9th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida

33705 from Ms. Lori Allen during the same days and hours.

586-4432

300 E. Bay Drive

;

CAR-JACKING
Is A Dangerous Problem
FOR INFORMATION ON

Car Jack Alarms
>

AUTO SECURITY
-NSOUND
(727) 323-5959'
1 1427 34th St. S%

Available at:
Clearwater Courthouse, 315 Court St., Rm. 436,
Clwr.
Criminal Justice Center, 14250 49th St. N., 3rd
flr., H-wing (Fiscal), Clwr.
501 Building, 501 lst Ave. N., Rrh. 729 (Alt.
Dispute), St. Pete
Court Administration, Rm. 219, West Pasco
Judicial. Center, 7530 Little Rd., New Port
Richey
www.jud6.org/GeneralInfo/AboutTheCircuit/Em
ployment/emplQyment.htm
EOE AA Drug-Free Workplace. Any person with
a disability requiring a special accommodation to
participate in the application process should call
727-464-4647.

.

Cell:
CgR

(727) 639-0849

JOETHEACMAN@YAHOO.COM

A

THE WEEKLY
CHALLENGER

2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. PeterSburg, FL 33705
MAIL SUBSCRIPTIONS

Allene Gammage-Ahmed

Phone

(727)896-2922
•Photography & Journalism

• Advertising
If you are interested in submitting a proposal, please fax your
request for ail IFB package to (727) 552-1443 Monday through
Friday, between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 3:00 p.m. You may also
pick-up a copy in person at 327 9th Street South, St. Petersburg,
Florida 33705 from Ms. Lori Allen during the same days and hours.

Phone: (813) 253-2557 or (727) 322-2407

City

The Weekly ChalIenger

‘

• Senior Citizen DisCOunt (Over 55)

"Where Every Occasion'ls A Special Occasion"
An Affiliate of

2001.

• $20.00 Off w/Referral

Address

IFB #01-015 document packages will be ready for pick-up on

33705 on Monday, August 13, 2001 at 10:00 a.m. EST.
Proposals are due by 11:00 a.m. EST on Monday, August 20,

• Central Heat & A/C

Name

Friday, August 10, 2001. A Pre-Proposal Conference will be held
at the St. Petersburg Housing Authority's James Park Community
Center located at 1051 3rd Avenue North, St. Petersburg, Florida,

Installations & Repairs
Free Estimates

$30.00 - Yearly

ADVERTISEMENT
INVITATION FOR BID
IFB #01-015
James Park Landscaping
The St. Petersburg Housing Authority (SPHA), St. Petersburg,
Florida, is requesting bids from qualified, responsible firms inter-;
ested in providing landscaping services at SPHA’s James Park
housing development in accordance with the requirements of the
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD).

Serving the Tampa Bay Area
with Honesty & Quality

Court Applications ONLY.

Largo, FL 33770-3770

CALL

J.KL Air CoaditiomM & ffeatem

• Special Events

• Church & Business Functions
• Class & Family Reunions

State

Zip Code

Is this a renewal?___ If so, who is your carrier?.

Due to the rising cost of printing,
Carrier Delivery will now be:
1 Year - $18.00
6 Months - $9.00
Clyallettger
Make checks payable to: Che Weeklu Chailenner

